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Abstract 

Improved agricultural safety through novel breeding techniques is urgently required to increase 

access to nutritious foods worldwide. Genome engineering using clustered regularly 

interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-based or transcription activator-like effector 

(TALE)-based technologies provides a unique ability to modify targeted genes for precise 

breeding. This technology shows promise in various applications of allergy research. The major 

allergen Bra j I from brown mustard (Brassica juncea) is a seed storage protein that belongs 

to the 2S albumin family. One aim of this thesis was to create a hypoallergenic variety of 

mustard by utilizing genome editing techniques and a second aim was to develop novel base 

editing tools for plants. 

Firstly, two CRISPR/Cas9 constructs with multiplex single guide RNAs were employed to 

induce large deletions or frameshift mutations in both Bra j IA and Bra j IB homoeologs in two 

brown mustard lines (Terratop and CR2664). High mutation efficiencies were observed in the 

T0 transgenic mustard plants. The Bra j IB allele exhibited large deletions ranging from 566 to 

790 bp in four lines. Additionally, nine out of 18 Terratop T0 lines exhibited small indels in the 

targeted regions. Similarly, 14 out of 16 CR2664 T0 lines analyzed had indels, while three lines 

exhibited mutations in all four Bra j I alleles. The mutations were stably inherited to the T1 

progeny. Moreover, immunoblotting results demonstrated a decrease or complete absence of 

the Bra j I protein in the seed extracts of selected T1 lines. This work highlights the value of 

genome editing technologies in creating hypoallergenic food plants. 

Secondly, two base editing tools: TALE-derived DddA-based cytosine base editors (TALE-

DdCBEs) and TALE-derived adenine base editors (TALE-ABEs) were developed for precise 

C•G-to-T•A and A•T-to-G•C editing, respectively. TALE-DdCBEs containing evolved DddA 

variants (DddA6 or DddA11) showed a significant improvement in editing efficiency in Nicotiana 

benthamiana and rice protoplasts. TALE-DdCBEs containing DddA11 exhibited broader 

sequence compatibility for editing non-TC targets. Furthermore, a series of TALE-ABEs with 

different deaminase fusion architectures were tested in N. benthamiana and rice. The results 

showed that TALE-ABEs enable the conversion of A•T-to-G•C in rice protoplast. The 

application of TALE-base editors can result in a dramatic change because they can be 

deployed for nuclear genes or, alternatively, target the genomes of plastids or mitochondria by 

N-terminal targeting sequences. 

 

Key words: genome editing, CRISPR/Cas, deaminase, TALE, Brassica juncea, base editors, 

rice.   
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Zusammenfassung 

Eine verbesserte landwirtschaftliche Sicherheit durch neue Züchtungsverfahren ist dringend 

erforderlich, um den Zugang zu nahrhaften Lebensmitteln weltweit zu verbessern. Das 

Genom-Engineering mit Hilfe von CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 

repeats)-Technologien oder TALE (transcription activator-like effector)-Technologien bietet die 

einzigartige Möglichkeit, gezielt Gene für eine präzise Züchtung zu verändern. Diese 

Technologie ist vielversprechend für verschiedene Anwendungen in der Allergieforschung. Das 

Hauptallergen Bra j I aus braunem Senf (Brassica juncea) ist ein Saatgut-Speicherprotein, das 

zur 2S-Albuminfamilie gehört. Ein Ziel dieser Arbeit war die Schaffung einer hypoallergenen 

Senfsorte durch den Einsatz von Genome Editing-Techniken und ein zweites Ziel war die 

Entwicklung neuer Baseneditoren für Pflanzen.  

Zunächst wurden zwei CRISPR/Cas9-Konstrukte mit Multiplex-Single-Guide-RNAs 

eingesetzt, um große Deletionen oder Frameshift-Mutationen in den beiden Homöologen Bra 

j IA und Bra j IB in zwei Linien des braunen Senf (Terratop und CR2664) zu induzieren. In den 

transgenen T0-Senfpflanzen wurden hohe Mutationseffizienzen beobachtet. Das Bra j IB-Allel 

wies in vier Linien große Deletionen zwischen 566 und 790 bp auf. Außerdem wiesen neun 

von 18 Terratop-T0-Linien kleine Indels in den Zielregionen auf. In ähnlicher Weise wiesen 14 

der 16 analysierten CR2664 T0-Linien Indels auf, während drei Linien Mutationen in allen vier 

Bra j I-Allelen aufwiesen. Die Mutationen wurden stabil an die T1-Nachkommen vererbt. 

Darüber hinaus zeigten Immunoblotting-Ergebnisse eine Abnahme oder ein vollständiges 

Fehlen des Bra j I-Proteins in den Samenextrakten ausgewählter T1-Linien. Diese Arbeit 

unterstreicht den Wert von Genom Editing Technologien für die Schaffung hypoallergener 

Lebensmittelpflanzen. 

Zweitens wurden zwei Baseneditoren entwickelt: TALE-abgeleitete DddA-basierte Cytosin-

Baseneditoren (TALE-DdCBEs) und TALE-abgeleitete Adenin-Baseneditoren (TALE-ABEs). 

Sie wurden entwickelt, um eine präzise Bearbeitung von C•G-to-T•A bzw. A•T-to-G•C zu 

erstellen. TALE-DdCBEs, die DddA-Varianten (DddA6 oder DddA11) enthielten, zeigten eine 

deutliche Verbesserung der Editierungseffizienz sowohl in Nicotiana benthamiana als auch in 

Reisprotoplasten. TALE-DdCBEs mit DddA11 wiesen eine bessere Sequenzkompatibilität für 

die Bearbeitung von Nicht-TC-Zielen auf. Darüber hinaus wurden verschiedene TALE-ABEs 

mit unterschiedlichen Desaminase-Fusionsarchitekturen in Reis und N. benthamiana getestet. 

Die Ergebnisse zeigten, dass TALE-ABEs A•T-to-G•C Umwandlungen im Reisprotoplasten 

ermöglichen. TALE-Base-Editoren können für nukleare Gene eingesetzt werden oder 

alternativ über N-terminale Targeting-Sequenzen die Genome von Plastiden oder 

Mitochondrien zum Ziel haben. 

 

Schlüsselworte: genome editing, CRISPR/Cas, deaminase, TALE, Brassica juncea, base 

editors, rice. 
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1 General Introduction 

Crops play a crucial role in human civilization by providing essential resources such as food, 

fodder, fuel, and other consumable resources. Global climate change, water shortage, limited 

arable land, and population growth are all raising serious problems for food security. Food 

allergy have posed significant challenges for the safety and health of many individuals. It is 

reported that the global prevalence of people allergic to various foods is around 5% among 

adults and 8% among children (Sicherer and Sampson, 2014). The development of genome 

editing techniques has enabled the introduction of precise and predictable genome 

modifications into plants, resulting in the acquisition of desirable traits. These techniques have 

paved the way for precision breeding methods, which are shaping the future of plant breeding 

(Gao, 2021). This thesis focused on the development of precise genome editing tools and the 

creation of hypoallergenic brown mustard (Brassica juncea) by modifying the allergen gene 

Bra j I. 

1.1 Food allergy 

An allergy is commonly defined as an adverse immune-mediated hypersensitivity to normally 

innocuous environmental substances known as allergens (Matsuo et al., 2015). Food allergies 

are characterized as a hypersensitive response to foods that is primarily mediated by an 

immune-globulin E (IgE) mechanism (Gould and Wu, 2018). In recent decades, the prevalence 

of food allergy has increased and is now considered as a significant public health issue in 

developed countries (Renz et al., 2018). It has been reported that approximately 5-8% of 

children under the age of three and 1-2% of adults suffer from a food allergy (Kagan, 2003). 

The typical symptoms of food allergy include disturbances to the skin, respiratory tract, and 

gastrointestinal tract, as well as cardiovascular aberrations. In the most extreme cases, 

immediate hypersensitivity to food can cause life-threatening hypovolemic shock (Figure 1) 

(Renz et al., 2018). A food allergy is typically developed during the initial two years of life, and 

sensitization takes place through the gastrointestinal tract (Lee and Burks, 2006). Moreover, 

exposure to an inhalant allergen such as pollen may lead to the generation of IgE antibodies 
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that have the potential to cross-react with proteins present in various fruits and vegetables 

(Vieths, 1997).  

 

Figure 1. Food allergen responses mediated by IgE. Food allergens enter the intestinal epithelium through 

diverse mechanisms, such as transportation via epithelial cells, permeation through intercellular gaps, and 

absorption by microfold cells. These allergens subsequently come into contact with mast cells located in the 

mucosal layer. When IgE antibodies identify and attach to the allergen while bound to mast cells by the high-affinity 

immunoglobulin receptor FcεRI, receptor crosslinking occurs. This crosslinking induces the release of 

hypersensitive mediators and the stimulation of synthesis of arachidonic acid metabolites. The mediators facilitate 

the process of vasodilation and heightened vascular permeability, thereby leading to the swelling of the bowel wall. 

The smooth muscle contraction and mucus secretion also influenced by those mediators. When the allergen is 

dispersed throughout the body, the basophils circulating in the blood and the mast cells residing in the tissues, 

which have been sensitized by IgE, may interact, leading to the occurrence of anaphylaxis. IgE: immunoglobulin E. 

FcεRI: high-affinity immunoglobulin ε receptor. Figure modified from Renz et al., 2018. 
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Allergens originating from plants can be categorized based on their structure, function, 

biochemistry, and immunological features (Breiteneder and Radauer, 2004). The majority of 

allergens found in cereals and legumes are either pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins or seed 

storage proteins (Hoffmann-Sommergruber, 2002). PR-proteins are stimulated by pathogens 

or environmental factors, and categorized into 14 families (Breiteneder and Ebner, 2000). 

Numerous allergens found in plant-based foods are homologous to PR-proteins, such as 

chitinase (Pers a 1) from avocado (Sowka et al., 1998), thaumatin-like protein (Mal d2) from 

apple (Krebitz et al., 2003), and lipid transfer proteins (Pru p 3) from peach (Pastorello et al., 

1999). Furthermore, a considerable number of allergenic proteins belong to prolamin, or cupin, 

or cysteine protease superfamily (Breiteneder and Radauer, 2004). There are three main 

groups of plant food allergens in the prolamin superfamily: the 2S albumins, lipid transfer 

proteins, and cereal alpha-amylase/trypsin inhibitors, which have related structures and are 

stable to thermal processing and proteolysis. They include major allergens found in Brazil nut, 

peanuts, peaches, and cereals like rice and wheat. The cupin superfamily comprises the major 

globulin storage proteins from a variety of plant species. The globulins have been found to be 

allergens in plant foods such as peanuts, soybean, and walnut. The cysteine protease 

superfamily contains the papain-like proteases found in microbes, plants, and animals. Those 

papain-like protease allergens can be found in kiwi fruit and soybean (Mills et al., 2004). 

1.1.2 Bra j I — a major allergen from Brassica juncea 

Brassicaceae is a diversified plant family that produces one of the most vast and diverse 

ranges of food products from a single plant genus. In Sanskrit and Sumerian documents from 

as early as 3,000 BC, mustard is described as a condiment, making Brassica juncea one of 

the first domesticated plants (Rahman et al., 2018). The study of plant genetics, along with 

findings from archaeology and written records, suggests that B. juncea likely originated from a 

single ancestor in West Asia between 8,000 and 14,000 years ago. There were at least three 

separate instances of domestication that occurred in the last 500 to 5,000 years, resulting in 

the development of different types of mustard (Kang et al., 2021b). Seed mustard was 
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developed in Central Asia, oilseed mustard in the Indian subcontinent, and root mustard in 

East Asia (Vaughan et al., 1963; Chen et al., 2013). 

The Brassica species that have been cultivated comprise a vast array of vegetable and oil 

crops. Brassica juncea (AABB) with a genome size of approximately 920 Mb, is recognized as 

mustard and is a naturally occurring allopolyploid that results from the fusion of two diploid 

species: Brassica rapa (AA) and Brassica nigra (BB) (Figure 2) (He et al., 2021).  

Mustard is a member of the Brassicaceae family and comprises two distinct species: Sinapis 

alba (yellow mustard) and Brassica juncea (oriental mustard). Mustard is considered to be the 

fourth most important dietary allergy for children, after eggs, peanuts, and cow milk (Morisset 

et al., 2003). Morisset et al. revealed that based on positive oral food challenges, 23.3% of 

individuals with positive skin prick tests are allergic to mustard. The mustard allergy typically 

occurs during early childhood, with a majority of affected children exhibiting symptoms before 

the age of three. Specifically, 8 out of 15 children with an allergy to mustard were found to have 

developed the condition before the age of three (Rancé, 2003). Moreover, mustard is regarded 

as a probable hidden allergen in the usual infant diet. This increased frequency of incidence 

at such young ages might be explained by sensitization in utero, and as well as the presence 

of mustard in infant foods (Rancé et al., 2000). Mustard is a common ingredient found in 

commercially available food products intended for consumption of infants and exposure to 

mustard is a frequent occurrence in infancy. According to the report, three infants between the 

ages of 12 and 18 months, who were breastfed until 11 months and had no prior exposure to 

mustard, exhibited a positive skin prick test for mustard (Niinimäi et al., 1989). 

The major allergen of yellow mustard, named Sin a 1, is a thermostable protein that is resistant 

to digestion by trypsin and degradation by other proteolytic enzymes (Monsalve et al., 1993; 

De La Peña et al., 1996); Bra j I (Figure 3), the main allergen in oriental mustard, was shown 

to be structurally similar to Sin a 1 (Caballero et al., 1994). The structure prediction indicates 

that Bra j I comprises five α-helices (residues 7-16, 20-35, 47-58, 61-85, and 88-111) and four 

β-sheets (residues 36-40, 43-46, 118-121, and 124-127). 
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Figure 2. The hybridization between B. rapa (AA) and B. nigra (BB). B. juncea (AABB) formed by the 

hybridization between the diploid ancestors of B. rapa (AA) and B. nigra (BB), followed by spontaneous 

chromosome doubling. The localization of two Bra j I genes are indicated in red. 

 

The Bra j I protein is a type of seed storage protein belonging to the 2S albumin family, and it 

has a molecular weight (MW) of approximately 16 kDa (Monsalve et al., 1993). The 2S 

albumins are a group of proteins that are classified as storage proteins in various 

dicotyledonous plant species, and are members of the prolamin superfamily (Shewry et al., 

1995). The 2S albumins are small globular proteins rich in arginine, glutamine, asparagine, 

and often cysteine. These proteins are subjected to modifications after their synthesis. The 

majority of 2S albumins are split into a large and small subunit held together by a disulfide 

bond (Breiteneder and Ebner, 2000). Apart from Bra j I, several of the tree nut and seed 

allergens are 2S albumins, including Ber e 1 from Brazil nut (Bertholletia excelsior) (Nordlee 

et al., 1996), Jug r 1 from the English walnut (Juglans regia) (Teuber et al., 1999), and BnIII 

from oilseed rape (Brassica napus) (Monsalve et al., 1997). 
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Figure 3. Structure of Bra j I. Predicted structure of Bra j I by AlphaFold (Jumper et al., 2021), UniProt accession 

number: P80207. Anti-Bra j I antibody against region is indicated in purple. The anti-Bra j I antibody was used for 

the detection of Bra j I from the mustard seed extracts in Chapter 2.  

 

Until now, the best therapy for sensitive individuals to mustard would be to avoid all meals 

containing mustard. However, mustard is frequently used as a spice, particularly in mixtures 

such as curry, as well as a condiment and ingredient to season prepared foods, and, therefore, 

difficult to avoid in general foods. Hence, it is imperative to develop a mustard variant that does 

not elicit an allergic response. 
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1.2 Plant genome editing by sequence-specific nucleases  

Genome editing by sequence-specific nucleases (SSNs) has revolutionized biology by 

allowing for targeted genomic alterations. SSNs including zinc finger nuclease (ZFN) (Figure 

4A), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) (Figure 4B), and the CRISPR 

(clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats)-Cas (CRISPR associated) system 

(Figure 4C) have been progressing at an unprecedented rate in gene therapy (Porteus, 2016) 

and crop breeding (Gao, 2021).  

Figure 4. Schematic representation of three classes of programmable sequence-specific nucleases. (A) 

Representation of zinc finger nuclease (ZFN) pairs bound to DNA. Each ZFN is composed of the catalytic domain 

of FokI linked to an array of three to six zinc finger that specifically recognize target sequences. The length of the 

spacer between two ZFNs binding sites is typically five to seven bases. (B) Illustration of a TALEN pair bound to 

DNA. Each TALEN consists of transcription-activator-like effector (TALE) DNA-binding domain and the FokI catalytic 

domain. Each TALE domain contains 33 to 35 amino acid repeats, with one repeat recognizing one single DNA 

base. The amino acids at positions 12 and 13 confer DNA-binding specificity and are called repeat variable di-

residue (RVD). (C) Schematic representation of CRISPR-Cas9 nuclease bound to a single guide RNA (sgRNA) 

complementary to a 20-bp target DNA sequence. Base pairing between a DNA sequence and sgRNA after 

protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) recognition allows DNA cleavage at the target site by the Cas9 nuclease domains 

(Langner et al., 2018).  
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The underlying principle of classical plant genome editing is the induction of DNA double-

strand breaks (DSBs) by SSNs. The DSBs are subsequently repaired by by two major 

mechanisms: nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) and homology-directed repair (HDR) 

(Voytas, 2013; Puchta, 2017) and generated random or defined genetic outcomes.  

1.2.1 Zinc finger nuclease 

An essential requirement for gene targeting is the capacity to produce nucleases that are highly 

precise in targeting distinct genomic loci. ZFNs are composed of DNA recognition modules that 

consist of an array of Cys2–His2 zinc fingers and the catalytic domain of the type IIS restriction 

endonuclease FokI (Figure 4A) (Urnov et al., 2005). The Cys2–His2 zinc finger was first 

reported in Xenopus oocytes (Miller et al., 1985), and each zinc finger recognizes a triplet of 

nucleotides (5′-G/ANN triplet, and some zinc fingers can also recognize 5′-C/TNN triplets, 

where N can be any nucleotide) via a single α-helix (Pavletich and Pabo, 1991; Wright et al., 

2005). Multiple zinc fingers can be linked in tandem to form DNA-binding arrays that recognize 

a broad spectrum of DNA sequences with high specificity (Choo et al., 1994). Following the 

selection of a target site, the corresponding ZFNs are generated through combining the zinc-

finger domains that bind to the particular set of triplets located at the target site. In principle, 

FokI functions as a dimer. The fusion of each FokI monomer with a distinct zinc-finger array 

that recognizes a unique DNA sequence enables the inactive monomers to form a functional 

enzyme only when the two recognition sites are in close proximity (Bibikova et al., 2001; 

Porteus and Baltimore, 2003). ZFNs have been employed for gene targeting through the 

induction of DSBs in a variety of plant species, such as tobacco (Wright et al., 2005), 

Arabidopsis (Lloyd et al., 2005), and Zea mays (Shukla et al., 2009). 

1.2.2 Transcription activator-like effector nucleases 

Transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) are bacterial type III effector proteins derived from 

plant pathogenic Xanthomonas bacteria (Boch and Bonas, 2010). Xanthomonas bacteria 

employ a type III secretion system to deliver TALEs into plant cell. Once they enter the nucleus, 

those TALEs stimulate the transcription of specific genes to promote virulence (Van den 

Ackerveken et al., 1996; Boch and Bonas, 2010; Boch et al., 2014). TALE proteins harbor three 
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functional domains. The TALE N-terminal domain contains the bacterial secretion signal and a 

non-specific DNA-binding activity which is essential for the affinity of protein to DNA (Szurek 

et al., 2002; Kay et al., 2007; Gao et al., 2012). The TALE central tandem repeat domain 

consists of a variable number of tandem repeats, typically ranging from 33 to 35 amino acid in 

length. These repeats are crucial for the specific and programmable binding of DNA by TALEs, 

and the two amino acids residues known as repeat variable di-residue (RVD) located at 

position 12 and 13 of each repeat define the DNA binding specificity of a TALE (Boch et al., 

2009; Moscou and Bogdanove, 2009). The specificities of all possible RVD combinations have 

been decoded. Among them HD, NG, NI, and NN are the most abundant naturally occurring 

RVDs, which specific binding to cytosine, thymine, adenine, and guanine/adenine, respectively 

(Boch et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2015). The TALEs DNA binding specificities 

can be purposely altered by rearranging the repeats. The TALE C-terminal domain contains a 

transcription factor binding site, two nuclear localization signals, and an activation domain (Van 

den Ackerveken et al., 1996; Zhu et al., 1998). In vitro studies have indicated that TALE proteins 

adopt a loosely wrapped conformation around DNA templates during nonspecific search 

(Cuculis et al., 2016). Cuculis et al. employed single-molecule methodologies to observe of 

the dynamics of TALE search process along DNA templates (Cuculis et al., 2015). The results 

revealed a two-state model of TALE protein diffusion along DNA. TALE proteins undergo a 

conformational upon binding to the target DNA, transitioning from a "search" mode to a "bind" 

mode. In the "bind" mode, the TALE protein establishes robust interactions with the major 

groove of the DNA template through non-covalent bonds along the phosphate backbone. 

Moreover, the superhelical pitch of the TALE protein closely resembles that of B-form DNA. On 

the other hand, in the "search" mode, the protein adopts a more relaxed conformation with a 

larger superhelical pitch, similar to that of unbound TALE proteins (Cuculis et al., 2015; Cuculis 

et al., 2016). 

Similar to ZFNs, TALENs are based on fusion of a TALE protein with the catalytic domain of 

the FokI endonuclease (Figure 4B). Therefore, the utilization of TALENs enables the 

introduction of DSBs at specific genomic sites (Huang et al., 2011; Cade et al., 2012; Miller et 

al., 2015). TALENs have been utilized for crop improvement in various way. For instance, 
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TALENs have been used in the development of Xanthomonas-resistant rice (Li et al., 2012), 

powdery mildew-resistant wheat (Wang et al., 2014), high-quality lignocellulosic biomass 

sugarcane (Jung and Altpeter, 2016), and high oleic acid soybean, which is now available in 

the market as a genome-edited crop (Haun et al., 2014). 

1.2.3 CRISPR/Cas systems for plant genome editing 

The advent of genome-editing technologies has revolutionized plant research by enabling 

genetic modifications and modulating the function of DNA sequences in their endogenous 

genomic context in various organisms (Langner et al., 2018). Since the CRISPR/Cas9 system 

has been successfully implemented in rice, wheat (Shan et al., 2013), Nicotiana benthamiana 

(Nekrasov et al., 2013), and Arabidopsis thaliana (Li et al., 2013) in 2013, continuous 

improvements in CRISPR/Cas systems have resulted in the widespread adoption of genome 

editing as a cost-effective, user-friendly method for targeted genetic manipulation in crop 

improvement. 

1.2.3.1 CRISPR/Cas systems 

Beginning with a study of repetitive DNA sequences in a bacterial genome in 1987 (Ishino et 

al., 1987), the mystery of clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPRs) 

commonly found in microbial genomes together with genes encoding CRISPR-associated 

(Cas) proteins were uncovered by researchers. The CRISPR/Cas system is an RNA-mediated 

adaptive immunity system in bacteria and archaea that defends against phages and other 

invasive genetic elements by cleaving the invader's nucleic acid genome (Knott and Doudna, 

2018). The CRISPR-Cas systems exhibit significant variation in protein composition, effector 

complex structure, genome locus architecture, and mechanisms of adaptation, CRISPR RNA 

(crRNA) processing, and interference. On the basis of such characteristics, the CRISPR/Cas 

systems are classified into two classes, which are further divided into six types depending on 

their typical Cas genes (Table 1). Class 1 CRISPR/Cas systems (types I, III, and IV) contain 

multi-subunit effector complexes, whereas class 2 CRISPR/Cas systems (types II, V, and VI) 

harbor single-protein effector modules (Koonin et al., 2017). 
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The Streptococcus pyogenes type II CRISPR/Cas9 system was the first to be proven to 

precisely cut DNA in vitro and in vivo (Jinek et al., 2012; Gasiunas et al., 2012; Cong et al., 

2013). Three fundamental components are required for CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing: the 

CRISPR RNA (crRNA), trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA), and the Cas9 nuclease. Generally, 

crRNA and tracrRNA can be combined to form a single guide RNA (sgRNA), which reducing 

the Cas9 programmable nuclease to only two components. The 5′-end of the sgRNA contains 

a sequence of 20 nucleotides that directs the Cas9-sgRNA complex to a specific target DNA 

site by Watson-Crick base-pairing (Figure 4C). The Cas9-sgRNA complex probes the DNA 

double helix for the canonical 5′-NGG protospacer-adjacent motifs (PAMs) and for potential 

guide RNA complementarity in the PAM flanking sequence. Base pairing of complementary 

nucleotides at the 8–12 bp seed region enables the formation of the sgRNA-DNA heteroduplex, 

followed by DNA cleavage by the Cas9 nuclease (Sternberg et al., 2014). RuvC and HNH are 

two distinctive nuclease domains within the Cas9 proteins. The RuvC domain cuts the 

complementary DNA strand, while the HNH domain cuts the noncomplementary DNA strand 

(Jinek et al., 2012). The mutation of catalytic residues in either domain results in the formation 

of a DNA nickase, known as nCas9 (D10A or H840A).  

 

Table 1. Characteristics of CRISPR Cas nucleases 

Nucleases Cas9 Cas12 Cas13 Cascade-Cas3 Cas7-11 

Type type II type V type VI type I type III 

Nuclease 
domain 

RuvC and 
HNH 

RuvC HEPN HD RRM 

Guide RNA crRNA and 
tracrRNA 

crRNA crRNA crRNA crRNA 

Substrate dsDNA dsDNA* RNA dsDNA RNA 

Cleavage 
pattern 

mostly blunt 
end 

sticky end depends on 
local target 
sequence 

nicks and degrades 
NTS DNA, then 
induces DSB 

cleaves at 
the 3′-end of 
the binding 
site 

Indel type small indels small indels degraded RNA large deletion degraded 
RNA 

*: mostly target dsDNA 
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It is noteworthy that inactivation of both domains produces a deactivated Cas9 protein (dCas9, 

D10A and H840A). Despite its inactivity, dCas9 retains the ability to selectively target specific 

genomic loci and act as a framework for recruiting effector proteins (Qi et al., 2013). Other 

bacteria-derived Cas9 enzymes, including those from Neisseria meningitides (NmCas9, 

requires a 5′-NNGGAA or 5′-NNGCTT PAM), Staphylococcus aureus (SaCas9, requires a 5′-

NNGRRT PAM, with R representing A or G), and Streptococcus thermophilus (StCas9, 

requires a 5′-NNGGAA PAM), have also been created as tools for genome editing (Makarova 

et al., 2020). To expand the range of targetable genomic loci, Cas9 has been engineered to 

recognize different PAMs, such as VQR-Cas9 (requires a 5′-NGA PAM), EQR-Cas9 (requires 

a 5′-NGAG PAM), VRER- Cas9 (requires a 5′-NGCG PAM), SaKKH-Cas9 (requires a 5′-

NNNRRT PAM) (Kleinstiver et al., 2015), xCas9 (requires a 5′-NG, or GAA, or GTA PAM) (Hu 

et al., 2018), and SpCas9-NG (requires a 5′-NG PAM) (Nishimasu et al., 2018). Furthermore, 

in contrast to the SpCas9 and StCas9 enzymes, the NmCas9 enzyme exhibits binding affinity 

towards a 24-nucleotide protospacer sequence on its intended DNA target, thereby imparting 

enhanced specificity beyond the previous 20-nucleotide protospacer of SpCas9 and StCas9 

(Hou et al., 2013). 

Similar to the CRISPR type II systems, the class 2 type V-A Cas enzyme Cas12a (also known 

as Cpf1) from Francisella novicida (FnCas12a), Acidaminococcus sp. BV3L6 (AsCas12a), and 

Lachnospiraceae bacterium (LbCas12a), Eubacterium rectale (ErCas12a, also named as 

MAD7), Moraxella bovoculi (Mb2Cas12a) have been developed to achieve targeted DNA 

modification (Zetsche et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2021). Cas12a uses a T-rich 

PAM (5′-TTTN) sequence for target DNA recognition, and is guided by a 42-nt crRNA to induce 

DNA double-strand breaks that generates a sticky end (4- or 5-nt overhangs). Furthermore, it 

should be noted that Cas12a exhibits not only the ability to cleave DNA, but also possesses 

RNase III activity which facilitates the processing of pre-crRNA (crRNA that has not yet 

undergone processing). The endoribonuclease and endodeoxyribonuclease capabilities of 

Cas12a can be utilized to achieve multiplexing of diverse targets through the use of pre-crRNA 

expressing constructs that are arranged in tandem (Zetsche et al., 2017). To address the 5′-

TTTN PAM limitations of Cas12a, Cas12a variants that can recognize various PAMs have been 
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developed, such as AsCpf1-RR (requires a 5′-TYCV PAM), AsCpf1-RVR (requires a 5′-

TATVPAM), LbCpf1-RR (requires a 5′-CCCC or 5′-TYCV PAM), LbCpf1-RVR (requires a 5′-

TATG PAM), and Mb2Cas12a-RVRR (can edit at 5′-TTTV, VTTV, TATV, TYCV, CCCV, and 

CTCV PAM sites) (Gao et al., 2017b; Li et al., 2018b; Zhang et al., 2021). 

In contrast to Cas9 or Cas12a, which possess the ability to target DNA, Cas13 nucleases 

(formerly C2c2) from the class 2 type VI CRISPR system are guided by a single crRNA and 

enable precise editing of RNA via the HEPN domains (Abudayyeh et al., 2016). The utilization 

of Cas13-mediated RNA targeting presents a viable approach for RNA knockdown in RNA 

studies (Abudayyeh et al., 2017). 

1.2.3.2 CRISPR-induced DNA double-strand breaks for genome editing 

The most commonly utilized method for genome editing is the employment of SSNs to induce 

a site-specific DSB at the desired target locus, which is subsequently repaired by the 

endogenous repair mechanism (Figure 5A). DSBs are repaired by two major mechanisms: 

NHEJ and HDR (Figure 5B). NHEJ is the major pathway used to repair DSBs, and when DSBs 

are repaired by NHEJ, indels (insertions and deletions) may be introduced at the junctions of 

the rejoined chromosomes (Chen et al., 2019a). NHEJ processes are typically efficient in most 

mammalian and plant cells and do not require a homologous repair template, while the HDR 

process is typically present in cells that are actively dividing and relies on proteins that are 

mainly produced during the S and G2 phases of the cell cycle (Heyer et al., 2010; Lieber, 2010; 

Lin et al., 2014). 

The CRISPR-Cas nucleases are frequently employed to effectively and specifically disrupt 

genes of interest. Generally, CRISPR-Cas nucleases induce DSBs are repaired by the NHEJ 

processes, and resulting in the insertion, deletion, or substitution of nucleotides around the 

DSB site that might avoid subsequent recognition and re-cutting by the Cas nuclease. 

Controlling the indels that occur from DSBs is challenging, but it can be predicted by using a 

machine-learning model (Shen et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019b). Particularly when the break 

site is situated within a micro-homologous region (4-25 bp), this can trigger microhomology-

mediated end joining (MMEJ) (Bosshard et al., 2019). The application of MMEJ-mediated 
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deletions provides a viable method for predicting and designing deletion fragments, making an 

effective technique for generating precise and predictable deletions in plant genome editing 

(Tan et al., 2020). When the Cas nucleases are directed towards open reading frames, the 

resulting indel products typically lead to frameshift mutations in coding sequences, which 

ultimately result in the loss of protein function. The Cas nucleases have the potential to disrupt 

cis-regulatory elements present in promoters (Korkmaz et al., 2016), as well as to characterize 

non-coding RNAs (Zhu et al., 2016). The 5'-untranslated regions of numerous eukaryotic 

mRNAs contain upstream open reading frames (uORFs), those uORFs function as translation 

regulators and finely adjusting the expression of protein encoded by primary ORF (van der 

Horst et al., 2020). The utilization of CRISPR-Cas9 for modifying the uORF of genes has been 

employed as a means of precisely adjusting the levels of protein expression in plants (Zhang 

et al., 2018b). Pairs of sgRNA that target adjacent regions of a chromosome sequence are 

generally used to delete larger segments (Cong et al., 2013). Besides, the type I Cas3 editing 

systems have also been exploited to create large deletions in mammalian cells (Dolan et al., 

2019; Cameron et al., 2019). Moreover, the simultaneous introduction of two or more DSBs in 

a cell may result in chromosomal translocations or other additional rearrangements (inversions 

or deletions) (Huang and Puchta, 2019; Rönspies et al., 2022). 

NHEJ is effective for extensive knockout research; however, it does not possess the accuracy 

needed for sophisticated genome engineering. While HDR-mediated genome editing, in theory, 

can be utilized to precisely incorporate particular point mutations and to insert or substitute 

desired sequences into the target DNA. HDR requires co-delivery of sgRNA, Cas nuclease, 

and a donor repair template with a sequence (double-stranded DNA or single-stranded DNA) 

homology to both borders of the cutting sites. 
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the NHEJ and HDR DNA repair pathways when DNA double-strand breaks 

(DSBs) are produced by sequence-specific nucleases (SSNs). (A) Two CRISPR/Cas systems Cas9 and Cpf1 

used for generating DSBs. (B) Depending on the DSB repair pathways, genome editing with CRISPR/Cas systems 

can result in a variety of results: I, II, and III are outcomes of the dominant NHEJ repair pathway; IV and V are 

outcomes of the HDR pathway using an available DNA donor template. sgRNA: single guide RNA; crRNA: CRISPR 

RNA; DSB: double-strand break; dsDNA: double-strand DNA; HDR: homology-directed repair; NHEJ: 

nonhomologous end joining; PAM: protospacer-adjacent motif; ssODN: single-strand oligodeoxynucleotide (Chen 

et al., 2019a). 

 

The ability to manipulate gene functions and combine multiple crop traits has been made 

possible through the precise insertion of DNA. However, it should be noted that the efficiency 

of HDR-mediated DNA insertion in plants is relatively low (Gao, 2021). The efficiency of HDR 

can be enhanced through the inhibition of proteins that facilitate nonhomologous end-joining 

(Yeh et al., 2019) or expressed proteins that can stimulate HDR (Rees et al., 2019; Nambiar 

et al., 2019). Geminivirus replicons based on bean yellow dwarf virus and wheat dwarf virus 

have been developed to increase the copy number of the repair donor template, which can 

boost the probability of HDR-mediated gene insertion in tomato and wheat (Čermák et al., 

2015; Gil-Humanes et al., 2017). 

A

B
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1.3 Genome editing beyond DNA double-strand breaks 

In addition to genome editing through DSBs, there exist base-editing systems that can facilitate 

targeted nucleotide substitutions without relying on HDR or donor DNA, and without the 

occurrence of DSBs. These systems offer a straightforward, efficient, and versatile approach 

to engineering nucleotide substitutions at desired sites. There are two main classes of base 

editors: cytosine base editors (CBEs) which catalyze the conversion of C•G base pairs to T•A 

base pairs (Figure 6A), and adenine base editors (ABEs) which catalyze A•T-to-G•C 

conversions (Figure 6B) (Anzalone et al., 2020). 

 

Figure 6. Overview of cytosine base editors and adenine base editors. (A) CBEs install C•G-to-T•A point 

mutations using nCas9 fused to cytidine deaminases and UGI. Deamination produces a U•G intermediate, which 

is processed by the cell to produce an overall C•G to T•A conversion. (B) ABEs install A•T-to-G•C mutations using 

a fusion of nCas9 and evolved TadA deoxyadenosine deaminase. (C) A selection of significant variances on CBE 

and ABE principal components are shown. These replacement components serve a variety of functions, including 

higher on-target editing, reduced off-target editing, and relaxed PAM requirements for increased utility (Porto and 

Komor, 2023). 

 

1.3.1 Cytosine base editors 

The cytosine base editor systems are usually comprised of a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)-

specific cytidine deaminase fused with a catalytically impaired Cas nuclease (nCas9, D10A) 

and an uracil glycosylase inhibitor (UGI) (Komor et al., 2016). These cytidine deaminases 

A B

C
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include activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID), and various apolipoprotein B mRNA-

editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide (APOBEC) enzymes, and cytosine deaminase 1 sourced 

from sea lamprey (pmCDA1) (Porto and Komor, 2023). In both CBEs and ABEs, the 

catalytically impaired Cas nuclease domain facilitates the localization of a single-stranded DNA 

deaminase enzyme to a specific target sequence within the genome. Upon binding of Cas to 

the target DNA strand, the sgRNA spacer hybridizes with the target DNA strand, leading to the 

displacement of the genomic DNA strand containing the PAM sequence, and resulting in the 

formation of an R-loop. This R-loop creates a localized region of accessible ssDNA, which is 

the natural substrate of these cytidine deaminases. Cytidines within this ssDNA region are 

deaminated by cytidine deaminases, which produce a C•G to U•G conversion. The 

deamination windows differ from deaminase to deaminase (Molla et al., 2021). The existence 

of the U•G mismatch intermediate initiates the base excision repair (BER) mechanism in the 

cells, which eliminates the uracil and restores the intermediate to its initial C•G base pair or 

generates small indels (Kunz et al., 2009). To avoid this, the nCas9 generates a DNA nick on 

the strand opposite the uracil-containing strand, consequently, the native DNA repair 

mechanisms of the cell are influenced to prioritize the replacement of the nicked strand and 

utilize the strand containing uracil as a template, thereby further enhancing the editing 

efficiency. The utilization of cytosine base editors has been swiftly adopted by plant biologists 

across various plant species, such as Arabidopsis (Chen et al., 2017a), wheat (Zong et al., 

2017), maize (Zong et al., 2017), rice (Zong et al., 2018), watermelon (Tian et al., 2018), tomato 

(Veillet et al., 2019a), potato (Veillet et al., 2019b), cotton (Qin et al., 2020), soybean (Cai et 

al., 2020), strawberry (Xing et al., 2020), rapeseed (Wu et al., 2020), apple (Malabarba et al., 

2021), pear (Malabarba et al., 2021), Physcomitrium patens (Guyon-Debast et al., 2021), and 

poplar (Li et al., 2021a). 

The use of CRISPR/Cas-based base editors has been successful in accurately and effectively 

introducing single nucleotide variants (SNVs) into the nuclear genome. However, adapting this 

technology for editing DNA in organelles such as mitochondria and plastids is not possible 

because there are no established methods for delivering sgRNAs to these organelles. However, 

protein-only genome editing systems based on DNA-binding proteins, such as ZFN and TALEN, 
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can also be used as organellar genome editors. Therefore, the development of mitochondrially 

targeted ZFN (mtZFN) and mitochondrially targeted TALEN (mitoTALEN) have been 

successfully employed for heteroplasmic manipulation in various models of pathogenic 

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) variants through the induction of DSBs in mtDNA (Bacman et al., 

2013; Gammage et al., 2014). The mitoTALEN has also been used to create cytoplasmic male 

sterility in rice (Kazama et al., 2019), and introduce point mutations into the tobacco 

mitochondrial genome (Forner et al., 2022). Remarkably, the discovery of cytosine deaminase 

DddAtox from Burkholderia cenocepacia, which deaminates cytosines in dsDNA enabled the 

C•G to T•A conversions in human nuclear and mitochondria DNA (Mok et al., 2020). To 

generate TALE-derived DddA-based cytosine base editors (TALE-DdCBEs), the toxic DddAtox 

had to be split into two inactive halves: DddA-N and DddA-C (Figure 7). Similar to the FokI 

monomer assembly in TALE nucleases, the two DddA halves reconstitute the active enzyme 

when assembled by two adjacent tail-to-tail TALE arrays. Transit peptides (nuclear localization 

signal or mitochondrial targeting signal) guide the TALEs to the respective organelle, and the 

fusion of UGI to the C-terminus of the TALE-DdCBEs increases the editing efficiency and 

reduces byproducts by inhibiting uracil-DNA glycosylase (Mok et al., 2020). Instead of using 

the split DddA halves, non-toxic, full-length DddA variants were developed to make monomeric 

TALE-DdCBEs (DddA guided by one TALE protein) which also allow C•G to T•A editing in 

mitochondrial DNA (Mok et al., 2022a). DddAtox-based CBEs showed an editing preference for 

5′-TC contexts, this is comparable to the initial CBEs used for editing nuclear DNA. To improve 

the deaminate activity and address the rigid 5′-TC context limitation of DddA, evolved DddA 

variants DddA6 (Q1310R, S1330I, T1380I, and T1413I) with improved activity and DddA11 

(S1330I, A1341V, N1342S, E1370K, T1380I, and T1413I) with an expanded targeting scope 

were created by protein engineering (Mok et al., 2022b). 
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Figure 7. Schematic of TALE-DdCBEs. Illustration of a pair of TALE-DdCBEs interacting with double-stranded 

DNA. bpNLS: bipartite nuclear localization sequence; MTS: mitochondrial targeting signal; UGI: uracil glycosylase 

inhibitor; NTD: TALE N-terminal domain; CTD: TALE C-terminal domain. 

 

In plants, TALE-DdCBEs were successfully used for editing the plastid genomes of Arabidopsis 

thaliana and rice (Nakazato et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021b), and the chloroplast and mitochondrial 

genomes of lettuce and rapeseed (Kang et al., 2021a). 

1.3.2 Adenine base editors 

Similar to the cytosine base editors, researchers sought to develop adenine base editors, 

which involve the utilization of adenosine deamination chemistry to install A•T to G•C base pair 

conversions. Although the idea of substituting cytidine deaminase with an adenosine 

deaminase enzyme that specifically targets ssDNA was straightforward, however, no such 

naturally occurring enzyme had been reported. Gaudelli et al. showed that, by directed 

evolution and protein engineering, adenosine deaminase variants that use ssDNA as a 

substrate were evolved from the E. coli transfer RNA adenosine deaminase (TadA) (Gaudelli 

et al., 2017). The ABEs consist of the evolved TadA (TadA*7.10) and nCas9, and they convert 

adenosines within the R-loop generated by Cas9 to inosines. Those inosines are read as 

guanines by polymerases which insert a cytosine in the opposite strand. Further directed 

evolution of TadA*7.10 resulted in TadA8e which has a higher adenine editing activity and 

specificity (Richter et al., 2020). The ABE system did not require any BER inhibition 

components (such as the UGI of the CBE system), possibly due to a lower efficiency of inosine 

excision than uracil excision by the BER glycosylase enzymes (Gaudelli et al., 2017). Like 
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CBEs, ABEs were rapidly applied in various plants, such as rice (Li et al., 2018a), wheat (Li et 

al., 2018a), Arabidopsis (Kang et al., 2018), Brassica napus (Kang et al., 2018), and poplar (Li 

et al., 2021a). 

The same as TALE-DdCBEs, researchers utilized the TALE-DdCBE design but substituted the 

UGI domains with TadA8e to generate TALE-based ABEs (TALEDs) (Figure 8). Targeted A•T 

to G•C editing, but not C•G to T•A editing is achieved by simply omitting the UGI components 

from the TALE-DdCBE construct or by employing a catalytically inactivated DddA variant. 

TALEDs have recently also been developed to perform mitochondrial A•T to G•C base editing 

in mammalian mitochondria (Cho et al., 2022) and Arabidopsis chloroplast genes (Mok et al., 

2022c). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Schematic of TALE-based ABEs (TALEDs). Illustration of TALEDs interacting with double-stranded 

DNA. TALEDs have three different architectures: Split TALED, Dimeric TALED, and Monomeric TALED. ALL of them 

covalently fuse a located peptide, a TALE DNA-binding domain and a TadA8e. N: DddA-N half; C: DddA-C half; 

TadA8e: evolved adenine deaminase; DddAE1347A: catalytically inactive DddA. 
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1.4 Aim of this thesis 

Crop improvements can help us meet the challenge of feeding a population of 10 billion. This 

thesis focused on the development of precise genome editing tools, including the use of the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system in brown mustard (Brassica juncea) to create hypoallergenic mustard 

by modifying the allergen gene Bra j I (Chapters 2). Furthermore, instead of introducing the 

DSBs to the gene of interest, this thesis also focused on the development of TALE-based base 

editors which can install the C•G to T•A (Chapters 3) as well as A•T to G•C (Chapters 4) base 

editing in plants without introducing any nick or DSB to the genome. 
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Abstract 

TALE-derived DddA-based cytosine base editors (TALE-DdCBEs) use programmable DNA-

binding transcription activator-like effector (TALE) arrays, split double-strand DNA cytidine 

deaminase (DddA), and an uracil glycosylase inhibitor to catalyze C•G-to-T•A editing in 

organelle and nuclear DNA. To investigate the editing rules of TALE-DdCBEs, we constructed 

a series of TALE arrays flanking the target cytosine in β-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter 

constructs. Compared to canonical DddA, TALE-DdCBEs containing evolved DddA variants 

(DddA6 or DddA11) showed a significant improvement in editing efficiency in Nicotiana 

benthamiana and rice, moreover, TALE-DdCBEs containing DddA11 have broader sequence 

compatibility for non-TC targets editing. We also found that the spontaneous assembly of split 

DddA halves can cause off-target editing by TALE-DdCBEs in plants. Our study expands the 

base editing toolbox in plants. The further development of high-fidelity double-strand DNA 

cytidine deaminase is highly beneficial for gene therapy and crop improvement. 

 

Keywords: DddA, genome editing, deaminase, base editors 
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Introduction 

Genome-editing technologies are rapidly revolutionizing plant breeding. Base editor is a 

significant innovation in the genome editing field. Instead of generating double-stranded DNA 

(dsDNA) breaks, base editors utilize DNA deaminases to precisely incorporate single 

nucleotide variants (SNVs) into the genome (Gu et al., 2021). Current base editors generally 

contain a catalytically impaired CRISPR-Cas nuclease linked to a single-stranded DNA 

(ssDNA) deaminase enzyme. Cytosine base editors (CBEs) catalyze the transition mutation of 

C•G-to-T•A through the deamination of deoxycytidine to deoxyuridine, the U•G mismatch can 

be repaired to U•A and results in a T•A base pair. Conjugating the uracil glycosylase inhibitor 

(UGI) to CBEs increases the editing efficiency and purity (Komor et al., 2016; Nishida et al., 

2016; Anzalone et al., 2020). In addition, C•G-to-G•C base editors (CGBEs) have been 

developed by replacing the UGI with uracil N-glycosylase (UNG) in the CBE architecture (Kurt 

et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021). Adenine base editors (ABEs) catalyze the transition mutation 

of A•T-to-G•C through the deamination of deoxyadenosine to deoxyinosine, which has the 

base-pairing specificity of guanines (G) (Gaudelli et al., 2017).  

Although the CRISPR/Cas-derived base editors have proven to provide efficient and precise 

introduction of SNVs in the nuclear genome, repurposing them for organellar (mitochondria 

and plastids) DNA editing is challenging due to the lack of methods for delivering sgRNAs to 

the mitochondria and plastids. However, protein-only genome editing systems based on DNA-

binding proteins such as zinc fingers (ZFs) and transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) 

can be used as organellar genome editors (Bacman et al., 2013; Gammage et al., 2014). 

Remarkably, the discovery of the cytosine deaminase DddAtox from Burkholderia cenocepacia 

that deaminates cytosines in dsDNA enabled the C•G-to-T•A conversions in human nuclear 

and mitochondrial DNA (Mok et al., 2020). To generate TALE-derived DddA-based cytosine 

base editors (TALE-DdCBEs), the toxic DddAtox was split into two inactive halves DddA-N and 

DddA-C. Similar to the FokI monomer assembly in TALE nucleases (TALENs), the two DddA 

halves reconstitutes the active enzyme when assembled by two adjacent tail-to-tail TALE array. 

Transit peptides like nuclear localization signal or mitochondrial targeting signal guide them to 

their sub-cellular target locus and the fusion of UGI to the C terminus of the TALE-DdCBEs 
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increases their editing efficiency and reduces byproducts by inhibiting uracil-DNA glycosylase. 

Instead of using the split DddA halves, non-toxic, full-length DddA variants were developed to 

make monomeric TALE-DdCBEs (DddA guided by one TALE protein) which also allow C•G-

to-T•A editing in mitochondrial DNA (Mok et al., 2022a). To improve the deamination activity 

and expand the strict 5′-TC context limitation of DddA, evolved DddA variants (DddA6 and 

DddA11) with improved activity and expanded targeting scope were created by protein 

engineering (Mok et al., 2022b). In plants, TALE-DdCBEs were successfully used for editing 

the plastid genomes of Arabidopsis thaliana and rice chloroplasts (Nakazato et al., 2021; Li et 

al., 2021), as well as the chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA of lettuce and rapeseed (Kang et 

al., 2021). Besides CBEs, TALE-based ABEs (TALEDs) have recently also been developed to 

perform mitochondrial A•T-to-G•C base editing in mammalian mitochondria (Cho et al., 2022) 

and Arabidopsis chloroplast genes (Mok et al., 2022c).  

In this study, we developed a modular cloning (MoClo) pipeline for TALE-DdCBEs assembly, 

and established a simple β-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter assay in Nicotiana benthamiana for 

C•G-to-T•A editing efficiency evaluation to evaluate the dsDNA editing efficiency and specificity 

of TALE-DdCBEs in plants. 

 

Results 

An optimized architecture for TALE-DdCBEs 

We first developed a β-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter system in the mode plant Nicotiana 

benthamiana to quickly assess the C•G-to-T•A conversion efficiencies of various TALE-

DdCBEs architectural designs. GUSG537 was constructed to contain a missense mutation of 

glutamic acid (GAA) to glycine (GGA) in the active center (Islam et al., 1999). A C•G-to-T•A 

conversion could change the glycine back to glutamic acid and restore the GUS enzymatic 

activity (Figure 1A and Figure S1). 

TALEs are often used as genome editing tools with a truncation of the N-terminal domain by 

152 amino acids (retaining 135 amino acids), because this truncation is tolerated without 

sacrifcing the general DNA-binding capacity of the N-terminal domain (Kay et al., 2007). 

Nevertheless, the full-length N-terminal TALE domain (288 amino acids) confers stronger DNA-
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binding (Zhang et al., 2011), and Schreiber et al. propose an N-terminal domain of 196 amino 

acids as optimal (Schreiber et al., 2015; Schreiber et al., 2019). Hence, we employed three 

different lengths of N-terminals and six different lengths of C-terminals domian to develop a 

series of TALE-DdCBEs containing DddA halves split at G1397 (Figure 1B). The activities of 

these TALE-DdCBEs were examined using the GUSG537 reporter via Agrobacterium-mediated 

transient expression in N. benthamiana leaves. These TALE-DdCBEs showed different GUS 

activities after normalization to a constitutively expressed functional GUS (WT GUS) (Figure 

1C). Three different N-terminal architectures (N288, N196, and N135) showed comparable 

GUS activity when coupled with the same C-terminal domain (C47). Therefore, N196 (196 

amino acids length with a deletion of 93 amino acids from the full-length N-terminus) was 

chosen for all subsequent studies. Similar truncation analysis of the C terminal domain 

demonstrated that N196/C17 (C17: C-terminal of 17 amino acids length) and N196/C96 (C96: 

C-terminal of 96 amino acids length) have the highest GUS activity with an average activity of 

73.9% and 80.6%, respectively. Whereas N196/C247 (C247: 247 amino acids length of full-

length C terminal domian without the native TALE activation domain) showed the lowest GUS 

activity. To minimize the size of TALE-DdCBEs and maintain its high editing efficiency, we 

selected N196/C17 as the TALE N-terminal and C-terminal domian combination for the 

following experiments.    

   

Characterization of the TALE-DdCBEs editing window 

To comprehensively investigate how a pair of TALE-DdCBEs should be positioned to modify a 

specific target base, we constructed TALE arrays of different lengths flanking the targeted 

cytosine in the GUSG537 reporter (Figure 2A). The different combinations of left TALE and right 

TALE enable the evaluation of varied widths of spacer regions ranging from 1-nt to 16-nt in 

length, as well as varying the position of the targeted cytosine within the spacer from position 

1 to position 8 (C1 to C8) (Figure 2B). The DddA-C half was fused to the left TALE (left TALE-

DddA-C) and combined with the DddA-N half fused to the right TALE (right TALE-DddA-N) or 

the opposite way around (left TALE-DddA-N and right TALE-DddA-C). We tested the editing 

efficiencies of those TALE-DdCBEs in N. benthamiana with the GUSG537 reporter. When using 
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the left TALE-DddA-C / right TALE-DddA-N architecture, the highest efficiency was achieved 

at the targeted cytosine positioned at C4, C5, or C6 across the 1-nt to 16-nt spacer (Figure 

2C). For the left TALE-DddA-N / right TALE-DddA-C architecture, the highest editing efficiency 

was yielded at the targeted cytosine located at C5 or C6 across the 1-nt to 16-nt spacer (Figure 

2D). When the spacer length was less than 4-nt or the targeted cytosine at C7 or C8, the 

editing efficiencies were dramatically decreased using either one of the combinations. These 

results indicated that TALE-DdCBEs prefer the target cytosine located at C5 or C6. 

Likewise, to further characterize the optimal spacer length for TALE-DdCBEs, we analyzed the 

editing efficiencies of TALE-DdCBEs targeting the cytosine located at C4 or C5 or C6 within 

different lengths of spacing regions. The GUS activities showed that, for the left TALE-DddA-

C / right TALE-DddA-N architecture with the target cytosine located at C5, the highest editing 

efficiency was achieved at a 16-nt spacer length (Figure 3A). The editing efficiencies are 

slightly lower with a spacer of 5-nt to 10-nt length. When the target cytosine is located at C4, 

it has a comparable high efficiency with spacer lengths from 5-nt to 9-nt and 15-nt (Figure 3A). 

For the left TALE-DddA-N / right TALE-DddA-C architecture, the highest editing efficiencies 

were obtained when the spacer length is 9-nt with the target cytosine located at C5 or C6 

(Figuer 3B). Together, these findings reveal that when the TALE-DddA-C half is binding to the 

DNA strand harboring the target cytosine and the TALE-DddA-N half is binding to the other 

strand, the optimal editing efficiency can be achieved at C5 or C6 in a 9-nt spacer region. 

 

DddA variants exhibited high activities in plant cells 

It has been reported that fusing a single-strand DNA-binding domain from RADIATION 

SENSITIVE 51 (Rad51) to a CRISPR/Cas-based cytosine base editor (Zhang et al., 2020) or 

adenine base editor (Tan et al., 2022; Xue et al., 2023) could enhance the base editing 

capability in mammalian cells and rice. We wondered if the fusion of Rad51 could influence 

the editing efficiency of TALE-DdCBEs, therefore, we inserted the Rad51 domain before the 

DddA halves or before the TALE N-terminal domain (Figure S2). GUS activity showed that by 

using the N196/C17 or N196/C96 TALE N/C-terminal architectures, the additional fusion of 

Rad51 could not increase or even decreases the editing efficiencies of TALE-DdCBEs. 
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Recently, Mok et al. used rapid phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE) and related 

phage-assisted non-continuous evolution (PANCE) methods to evolve the DddA protein (Mok 

et al., 2022b). They showed that, compared to wild-type DddA, the evolved DddA6 (Q1310R, 

S1330I, T1380I, T1413I) and DddA11 (S1330I, A1341V, N1342S, E1370K, T1380I, T1413I) 

variants had an average four-fold improvement of C•G-to-T•A editing efficiencies (Mok et al., 

2022b). Moreover, DddA11 enabled editing non-TC targets whereas the wild-type DddA 

showed nearly no editing at those non-TC targets (Mok et al., 2020: Mok et al., 2022b). To test 

these variants in plants, we replaced the DddA-C/N halves with DddA6-C/N halves or DddA11-

C/N halves and tested them in the GUSG537 reporter. Furthermore, we introduced the point 

mutations from DddA6 into DddA11 and generated a new DddA variant named DddA611, and 

tested it in the GUSG537 reporter as well. The reporter assays showed that the editing activities 

of DddA6, DddA11 and DddA611 are dramatically increased compared to canonical DddA 

(Figure 4). 

To further characterize the targeting capabilities of DddA, DddA6, and DddA11, we targeted a 

tobacco gene (NB-T1) and the rice genes (OsALS-T1, OsALS-T2, and OsPDS) in protoplasts. 

Amplicons sequencing showed that DddA achieved C•G-to-T•A editing efficiency of 

approximately 2.4% of C10, while DddA6 yielded an editing efficiency of around 3.1% (Figure 

5A). At the OsALS-T1 target site, both DddA and DddA11 showed similar editing efficiencies 

at C11 in a TC context (Figure 5B). For OsPDS and OsALS-T2, DddA showed no editing 

efficiency within the spacer regions, whereas DddA11 showed high editing efficiencies in 

multiple cytosines in OsPDS (C3, C5, C7, C11) (Figure 5C), as well as in OsALS-T2 (C9, C10) 

(Figure 5D). Notably, DddA11 exhibited non-TC targets editing activities of GC (C11, 1.1%), 

CC (C9, 2.6%), and AC (C10, 2.5%) at these two target sites. These results indicate that the 

three DddA variants DddA6, DddA11, and DddA611 substantially increase the C•G-to-T•A 

editing efficiency in plant cells, and DddA11 enables the editing of non-TC targets. 

 

Specificity assay of DddA variants 

TALE-DdCBEs-mediated base editing in mitochondria can generate off-target editing in 

mitochondria and even in nuclear chromosomes (Wei et al., 2022; Lei et al., 2022). To profile 
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the off-target activities of TALE-DdCBEs (harboring DddA or DddA6 or DddA11) in plants, we 

determined whether editing activity can be measured if only one TALE-array is binding to the 

target region. For this, we targeted the GUSG537 reporter by using a pair of specific TALE arrays 

to guide the DddA halves (left DddA-N / right DddA-C; the positive control) or lacking the right 

TALE array (left DddA-N / TALE-free DddA-C), or using one TALE array that containing non-

target RVDs repeats that do not bind to the GUSG537 reporter (left DddA-N / unspecific-TALE 

DddA-C) (Figure 6A). The GUS activity results in N. benthamiana showed that for DddA6, the 

left DddA6-N / right DddA6-C, left DddA6-N / TALE-free DddA6-C, and left DddA6-N / 

unspecific TALE DddA6-C architectures showed editing efficiencies of 94.1%, 55.7%, and 

75.6%, respectively (Figure 6B). For DddA11, the left DddA11-N / right DddA11-C, left DddA11-

N / TALE-free DddA11-C, and left DddA11-N / unspecific TALE DddA11-C architectures 

showed editing efficiencies of 92%, 71%, and 79%, respectively (Figure 6C). These data 

suggest that while guided by one TALE array, the split DddA halves can spontaneously 

assembe to trigger C•G-to-T•A editing at loci where only one TALE array is binding. 

Recently, to avoid the spontaneous assembly of split DddA halves, Lee developed a high-

fidelity TALE-DdCBEs by substituting amino acid residues at the interface between the split 

DddA halves with alanine (K1389A or T1391A) (Lee et al., 2022). We wondered whether these 

high-fidelity TALE-DdCBEs could disrupt the formation of functional DddA in the absence of 

TALE-DNA interaction in plants, hence the K1389A or T1391A mutation was introduced into 

DddA6 (yielded DddA6K1389A or DddA6T1391A) and DddA11 (yielded DddA11K1389A or 

DddA11T1391A). We analyzed the off-target activity of these high-fidelity DddA variants in the N. 

benthamiana GUSG537 reporter (setup described above). Unfortunately, both DddA6K1389A and 

DddA6T1391A, showed similar editing efficiencies compared to DddA6 with left DddA6K1389A-N or 

DddA6T1391A-N / right DddA-C, left DddA6K1389A-N or DddA6T1391A-N / TALE-free DddA6-C, and 

left DddA6K1389A-N or DddA6T1391A-N / unspecific TALE DddA6-C architectures (Figure 6B). For 

DddA11K1389A and DddA11T1391A, they also showed comparable editing efficiencies to DddA11 

in the three different TALE-DdCBEs architectures. Together, these results indicate that unlike 

in mitochondria (Lee et al., 2022), the high-fidelity DddA mutants could not reduce the 

spontaneous assembly of split DddA halves as well as off-target editing in plants. 
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Discussion 

TALE cytosine base editors (TALE-DdCBEs) employ programmable DNA-binding TALE repeat 

arrays, a split dsDNA cytosine deaminase (DddA), and a uracil glycosylase inhibitor to mediate 

C•G-to-T•A editing in nuclear and organellar DNA. In this study, we developed a Modular 

Cloning (MoClo) system to assemble the TALE-DdCBEs using Golden Gate Cloning (Weber 

et al., 2011), and established a GUS reporter to evaluate the TALE-DdCBEs C•G-to-T•A editing 

efficiency in the plant nucleus. Our experiments using N- and C-terminal TALE truncations 

showed that the architecture influences the TALE-DdCBE editing capabilities. Previous studies 

already showed that TALEs require a portion of their N-terminal domain for binding to DNA 

(Herbers et al., 1992; Kay et al., 2007). Later, it was shown that within the full-length N-terminal 

region, the residues 1 to 152 contribute to the TALE DNA-binding affinity (Schreiber et al., 

2015) and the residues from 62 to 92 contribute to transcriptional activation (Schreiber et al., 

2019). The C-terminal domain does not contribute to DNA-binding (Kay et al., 2007), and parts 

as short as 17 amino acids that could function as linker sequences have been used in 

functional TALE nuclease (TALEN) designs (Mussolino et al., 2011). TALEs are large proteins 

which can contain more than 800 amino acids. To minimize the protein size of TALE-DdCBEs 

without sacrificing its activity, we recommend the use of N196/C17 N- and C-terminal 

combinations in the TALE-DdCBEs architectures. 

Defining the appropriate editing window, the spacer length between two TALE-binding sites, 

and the optimal position of the target cytosine are crucial parameters to consider when 

employing TALE-DdCBEs. In mammalian cells, the TALE-DdCBEs (G1397-split DddA) 

preferentially edited TCs that were located approximately 4-7 (C4-C7) nucleotides upstream 

of the 3′ end of 14 to 18-nt spacer regions on either strand of the mitochondrial DNA (Mok et 

al., 2020) or at nuclear targets (Boyne et al., 2022). TALE-DdCBEs containing canonical DddA, 

DddA6 or DddA11 showed generally similar editing windows (Mok et al., 2022b). In our GUS 

reporter experiments, we found that the orientations of G1397-split DddA halves (left TALE-

DddA-C / right TALE-DddA-N or left TALE-DddA-N / right TALE-DddA-C architecture) could 

affect the editing window. In general, TALE-DdCBEs prefer to edit TCs that were positioned at 

C5-C6 upstream of the 3′ end of the DNA strand in the GUS experiments. Moreover, the spacer 
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length can be shortened to 8-nt while maintaining the high editing efficiency at C5 or C6. 

Previous studies showed that the TALE-DdCBEs containing 41 amino acids long TALE C-

terminal domains yielded the highest efficiencies in 14-nt to 16-nt spacer (Mok et al., 2020), 

whereas we used 17 amino acids long TALE C-terminal domains in our TALE-DdCBEs. Further 

experiments are needed to determine the relation between the lengths of the TALE C-terminal 

domain and the TALE-DdCBEs editing windows. 

The TALE-DdCBEs containing canonical DddA have a strong preference for editing TC 

contexts (Mok et al., 2020) which might limit the application of TALE-DdCBEs in genome 

editing. Consistent with the previous study (Mok et al., 2022b), the utilization of DddA variants 

(DddA6, DddA11) can improve the TALE-DdCBEs editing activity at TC targets also in plants. 

Furthermore, DddA11 enables the editing of non-TC targets which expands the targeting scope 

of TALE-DdCBEs. Recently, Mi et al. identified a DddA homolog from Simiaoa sunii (Ddd_Ss) 

(Mi et al., 2023) and Guo et al. identified a DddA homolog from Roseburia intestinalis (riDddAtox) 

(Guo et al., 2023), that can efficiently deaminate cytosines at non-TC targets. It would be 

helpful to compare the editing capabilities of the DddA variant and DddA homologs for further 

improvement of TALE-DdCBEs in plants. TALE-DdCBEs directed to the mitochondria have 

been reported to result in off-target editing in mitochondria and even the nuclear chromosomes. 

We found that the unspecific editing is at least partially caused by spontaneous assembly of 

DddA halves in the absence of TALE-DNA interactions. DddA and its variants DddA6 and 

DddA11 containing either the K1389A or T1391A point mutation can restrict the spontaneous 

assembly of DddA halves in human mitochondrial DNA editing (Lee et al., 2022). In contrast, 

the DddA6K1389A, DddA6T1391A, DddA11K1389A, or DddA11T1391A variants did not show a significant 

decrease of unspecific editing in our GUSG537 reporter assays. This might be due to a different 

cellular context between editing the human mitochondrial DNA and using the plant transient 

reporter assay. The GUS reporter might efficiently detect even low editing activities, because 

of the expected high copy number of transferred T-DNA molecules while at the same time 

limiting the maximal detectable activity due to saturation of the assay. Further studies targeting 

endogenous genes using high-fidelity DddA variants to characterize the TALE-DdCBE 

specificity in plants will be interesting. Additional protein engineering of DddA or 
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characterization of novel DddA homologs could further improve the efficiency and specificity of 

TALE-cytosine base editors. Notably, we found that while the DddA-N half was guided by one 

TALE array and the DddA-C half itself flowing non-targeted in the cell (without fusion to a TALE) 

C•G-to-T•A editing could be induced. Hence, we speculate that the TALE-DdCBEs architecture 

can possibly be simplified using one TALE to guide the DddA deaminase (in a structure of 

TALE - DddA-N - 2A peptide - DddA-C). This single transcription unit of the TALE-DdCBE 

architecture has a smaller protein size that could possibly be package into AAV or other viral 

vectors with limited cargo space facilitating gene therapy.   

In summary, we successfully determined the architecture of TALE-DdCBEs with high editing 

efficiencies and tested their targeting scope in rice and tobacco nuclear DNA. The protein-only 

base editing tools TALE-DdCBEs broaden the plant genome editing toolbox and provide a 

valuable resource for organellar or nuclear DNA editing. 

 

Methods 

Plasmid Construction 

The TALE-DdCBEs plasmids were generated by using the the modular cloning (MoClo) syntax 

(Weber et al., 2011; Geiβler et al., 2011; Grützner and Marillonnet, 2020). All the components 

were subcloned in individual modules that can be assembled using Golden Gate Cloning 

(Engler et al., 2008). The details of the cloning procedures are listed Figure S3. The plasmid 

modules used in this study were listed in Table S1. 

 

Nicotiana benthamiana infiltration and GUS reporter assay 

Assays for GUS reporter activities were performed as previously described (Boch et al., 2009). 

Briefly, A. tumefaciens GV3101 strains containing a TALE-CBE construct, the GUS reporter 

construct, respectively, were mixed 1:1:1 with OD600 of 0.8 and inoculated into N. benthamiana 

leaves. After two to three days inoculation, two leaf discs (diameter 0.8 cm) were harvested 

from the inoculation spot. Leaf tissues were homogenized and incubated with 4-methyl-

umbelliferyl-β-D-glucuronide. GUS activities were measured using a TECAN reader (360 nm 
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excitation and 465 nm emission). Proteins were quantified by NanoDropTM One (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). 

 

Protoplast isolation and transformation 

Rice cultivar Kitaake leaves were used to prepare protoplasts. Rice protoplast and N. 

benthamiana protoplast isolation and transformation were performed as previously described 

(Li et al., 2013; Shan et al., 2014). 10 µg plasmid DNA per construct were introduced into 

protoplasts by PEG-mediated transfection. The transfected protoplasts were incubated at room 

temperature. After 48 h, the protoplasts were collected and the genomic DNA extracted. 

 

DNA extraction and amplicon sequencing 

We used innuPREP Plant DNA Kit (Analytik Jena) to extract plant genomic DNA. The targeted 

sequences were amplified with specific primers (see in Table S2), and the amplicons were 

purified with the GeneJET Gel Extraction Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) then quantified using 

Qubit™ 1X dsDNA High Sensitivity Kits (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Oligos used in this study 

were list in Table S2. Equal amounts of PCR products were pooled and sequenced (GENEWIZ, 

AMPLICON-EZ). Amplicon sequencing was performed three times for each target location 

using genomic DNA isolated from three different protoplasts transformation experiments. The 

target sites in the sequenced reads were analyzed for mutations using CRISPResso2 

(Clement et al., 2019). 

 

Plant growth condition 

N. benthamiana plants were grown in a greenhouse with 16 hours of light, a relative humidity 

of 40-60%, and temperatures of 23°C and 19°C during the day and night, respectively. Four to 

six weeks old plants were used for A. tumefaciens inoculation experiments. 
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Statistical analysis 

All values are shown as means ± SEM (standard error of the mean). Statistical differences 

between the values were tested using two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-tests by GraphPad 

(Prism; www.graphpad.com). 

 

Data availability 

The amplicon sequencing data have been deposited in an NCBI BioProject database: 

PRJNA950930.  
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Figure 1. Establishment of TALE-DdCBEs in N. benthamiana. 

(A) Schematic of the GUSG537 cytosine base editing reporter. The C•G-to-T•A (highlight in red) 

editing in GUSG537 can alter the glycine (GGA) to glutamic acid (GAA) and restore GUS activity. 

TALE binding sites are in gray background, spacer region in cyan background, respectively. 

(B) Schematic of TALE-DdCBEs containing different lengths of N- and C-terminal. N288: 288 

amino acids full-length N-terminus. N196: 196 amino acids length of truncated N-terminal. 

N135: 135 amino acids length of truncated N-terminal. Five truncated C-terminal: C247 has 

247 amino acids, C96 has 96 amino acids, C63 has 63 amino acids, C47 has 47 amino acids, 

C28 has 28 amino acids, C17 has 17 amino acids. bpNLS: bipartite nuclear localization 

sequence. UGI: uracil glycosylase inhibitor. (C) C•G-to-T•A editing efficiencies of different 

TALE-DdCBEs architectures in GUSG537. GUS activities were measured and normalized to 

2x35S::GUS (WT GUS, positive control). Values and error bars indicate the mean ± SEM, n = 

4, n.s. (not significant) using Student’s two-tailed unpaired t-test. 
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Figure 2. Analyzing the editing windows of pair TALE-DdCBEs. 

(A) Schematic of shifting the spacer region of pair TALE-DdCBEs and the position of the target 

cytosine by using TALE arrays of different length, the binding sites of eight left TALEs and eight 

right TALEs are show by arrows. The targeted C•G base pair is in red. (B) Different spacer 

regions (from 1-nt to 16-nt) flanked by different left and right TALE combinations. The targeted 

cytosine is in red and bold. (C) and (D) C•G-to-T•A editing efficiencies of TALE-DdCBEs using 

left TALE-DddA-C / right TALE-DddA-N architecture (C) or left TALE-DddA-N / right TALE-

DddA-C architecture (D) in the in GUSG537 reporter. GUS activities were measured and 

normalized to 2x35S::GUS (WT GUS, positive control). Values and error bars indicate the 

mean ± SEM, n = 4. Student’s unpaired two-tailed t-test was applied. **:P < 0.01; ****:P < 

0.0001; n.s.: not significant (P > 0.05). 
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Figure 3. Analyzing the editing spacer length of pair TALE-DdCBEs. 

(A) C•G-to-T•A editing efficiencies of the targeted cytosine at C4 or C5 within different length 

of spacer using left TALE-DddA-C / right TALE-DddA-N architecture in the in GUSG537 reporter. 

(B) C•G-to-T•A editing efficiencies of the targeted cytosine at C5 or C6 within different length 

of spacer using left TALE-DddA-N / right TALE-DddA-C architecture in the in GUSG537 reporter. 

GUS activities were measured and normalized to 2x35S::GUS (WT GUS, positive control). 

Values and error bars indicate the mean ± SEM, n = 4. 
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Figure 4. DddA variants showed enhanced editing in GUSG537 reporter. 

C•G-to-T•A editing efficiencies of TALE-DdCBEs harboring canonical DddA or DddA6 or 

DddA11 or DddA611 in GUSG537 reporter. Top: TALE-DdCBEs using left TALE-DddA-C / right 

TALE-DddA-N architecture, targeted cytosine located at C5 within the 16-nt spacer. Bottom: 

values and error bars indicate the mean ± SEM, n=3. 
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Figure 5. Editing efficiency of TALE-DdCBEs in rice and N. benthamiana. 

(A-D) C•G-to-T•A editing efficiencies of TALE-DdCBEs were determined by amplicon 

sequencing of target regions from N. benthamiana (A) and rice protoplasts (B-D). Targeted 

sequences are listed above the panels. Values and error bars indicate the mean ± SEM, n=3 

independent experiments. 
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Figure 6. Off-target editing of TALE-DdCBEs in GUSG537 reporter. 

(A) TALE-DdCBEs constructs were used to target GUSG537 reporter. Targeted cytosine located 

at C5 within the 9-nt spacer. (B) C•G-to-T•A editing efficiencies of TALE-DdCBEs that 

containing DddA6 or its variants DddA6K1389A or DddA6T1391A. (C) C•G-to-T•A editing 

efficiencies of TALE-DdCBEs that containing DddA11 or its variants DddA11K1389A or 

DddA11T1391A. GUS activities were measured and normalized to 2x35S::GUS (WT GUS, 

positive control). Values and error bars indicate the mean ± SEM, n = 3. 
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Abstract 

Base editors enable precise nucleotide changes at targeted genomic loci without requiring 

double-stranded DNA breaks or repair templates. TALE-adenine base editors (TALE-ABEs) 

are genome editing tools, composed of a DNA-binding domain from transcription activator-like 

effectors (TALEs), an engineered adenosine deaminase (TadA8e), and a cytosine deaminase 

domain (DddA) and allow A•T-to-G•C editing in human mitochondrial DNA. However, the 

editing ability of TALE-ABEs in plants has not been well described so far, and the role of DddA 

is still unclear. We tested a series of TALE-ABEs with different deaminase fusion architectures 

in Nicotiana benthamiana and rice. The results indicate that the double-stranded DNA-specific 

cytosine deaminase DddA can boost the activities of single-stranded DNA-specific 

deaminases (TadA8e or APOBEC3A) on double-stranded DNA. We analyzed A•T-to-G•C 

editing efficiencies in a β-glucuronidase reporter system and show precise adenines editing in 

genomic regions with high product purity in rice protoplasts. Consequently, TALE-adenine 

base editors provide alternatives for crop improvement and gene therapy by editing nuclear or 

organellar genomes. 

 

Keywords: genome editing, plant breeding, rice, adenine deaminase.  
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Introduction 

The growing global population and the effects of climate change are challenging agricultural 

productivity. Genome editing by sequence-specific nucleases such as meganucleases, zinc-

finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and the 

CRISPR-Cas system have revolutionized genetic studies and crop breeding by enabling 

precise modifications of genomes (Gao, 2021). Such nucleases can induce double-stranded 

DNA breaks (DSBs). In plants, the DSBs are predominantly repaired by non-homologous end 

joining, which can generate random nucleotide insertions or deletions (indels) (Chen et al., 

2019).   

Many quantitative trait loci (QTLs) that drive crop production and stress tolerance are linked to 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Huang and Han, 2014). Thus, the development of 

tools that can effectively cause single nucleotide variants instead of random indels mutations 

is essential. Base editors are genome editing technologies that can convert targeted base pairs 

without requiring DSBs or donor DNA templates (Anzalone et al., 2020). Two types of base 

editors have been developed: cytosine base editors (CBEs) convert C•G base pairs to T•A 

base pairs (Komor et al., 2016), and adenine base editors (ABEs) catalyze A•T-to-G•C 

conversions (Gaudelli et al., 2017). Typically, CBEs are composed of a CRISPR/Cas nickase, 

a cytosine deaminase, and an uracil glycosylase inhibitor (UGI). ABEs are comprised of a 

CRISPR-Cas nickase and an adenosine deaminase (Liu et al., 2022). An earlier version of 

ABE (ABE7.10) used a heterodimer of a wild-type E. coli tRNA adenosine deaminase (TadA) 

and a synthetically evolved TadA (TadA7.10) to act on single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) (Gaudelli 

et al., 2017). A further evolved TadA variant (TadA8e) exhibits improved editing efficiency and 

targeting scope in mammalian cells and rice (Richter et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2021; Wei et al., 

2021). In vitro studies showed that TadA8e catalyzes DNA deamination more than 1000-fold 

faster than TadA7.10 (Lapinaite et al., 2020). When the Cas protein binds to its target DNA 

sequence, the sgRNA hybridizes to the complementary DNA sequence and causes a ssDNA 

R-loop (Jiang and Doudna, 2017). This ssDNA exposure allows the ssDNA-specific CBE and 

ABE deaminases to chemically modify their target bases within a window at the PAM-distal 

end (Gu et al., 2021).  
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Recently, Mok et al. reported that the cytosine deaminase DddAtox from Burkholderia 

cenocepacia enables targeted C•G-to-T•A conversions in human nuclear and mitochondrial 

double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) (Mok et al., 2020). This enabled to use zinc finger or TALEs 

which don't cause ssDNA formation as targeting devices for the development of novel base 

editors (Lim et al., 2022; Mok et al., 2020; Mok et al., 2022a). TALEs can be placed more 

precisely than Cas nucleases, because they don't require the presence of a PAM sequence in 

a given distance to the target cytosine. DddA-derived cytosine base editors (DdCBEs) use two 

split halves of DddAtox (DddA-N and DddA-C) which are fused to two adjacent tail-to-tail TALE 

DNA-binding arrays, respectively. The assembly of the two DddA halves reconstitutes the 

active enzyme which triggers deamination of target cytosines within the spacer region between 

the TALE binding sites (Mok et al., 2020). Such DdCBEs and ZF-deaminases (ZFD) enabled 

base editing in organellar genomes, because they can be imported into organelles which is 

inefficient for CRISPR-based systems (Mok et al., 2020; Lim et al., 2022). Accordingly, it is 

highly relevant to further expand and optimize such genome editing tools. In plants, DdCBEs 

were successfully used for editing the plastid genome of Arabidopsis thaliana (Nakazato et al., 

2021), the chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA of lettuce, rapeseed (Kang et al., 2021), and rice 

chloroplasts (Li et al., 2021). Besides CBEs, TALE-based ABEs (TALEDs) have recently also 

been developed to perform mitochondrial A•T-to-G•C base editing (Cho et al., 2022). These 

TALEDs are comprised of TALE DNA-binding arrays, a full-length DddA variant or split DddA, 

and an engineered deoxyadenosine deaminase (TadA8e) which catalyzes the base 

conversion. When tested in 17 human mitochondrial target sites, TALEDs exhibited high 

editing efficiencies of up to 49% (Cho et al., 2022). Recently, it was reported that TALEDs 

could generate A•T-to-G•C base conversions in chloroplast DNA in lettuce protoplasts and 

Arabidopsis (Mok et al., 2022b). The DddA domain is essential for this editing system, but how 

DddA promotes TadA8e activity is still unknown. Neither TALE-CBEs nor TALE-ABEs have 

been applied for nuclear targets in plants, yet. 

To easily compare different TALE-base editor designs in plants, we developed a modular 

cloning (MoClo) pipeline for these tools and established a simple β-glucuronidase (GUS) 

reporter assay in Nicotiana benthamiana. We present a series of TALE adenine base editors 
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(TALE-ABEs), compared their A•T-to-G•C editing activities and demonstrate A•T-to-G•C 

editing in genomic loci in rice. Our experiments show that DddA enhances not only TadA8e, 

but also other strictly ssDNA-specific deaminases, which suggests that DddA somehow 

provides access to single-stranded DNA.  

 

Results 

Establishing a base editor reporter system with single TALE-ABEs 

We first developed a β-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter system in N. benthamiana for evaluating 

A•T-to-G•C editing efficiencies of different base editors. For this, an inactivated GUS variant 

(GUS*424) was constructed containing a stop-codon (TAA). An A•T-to-G•C conversion in the 

non-coding strand can revert the stop codon to a codon encoding glutamine (CAA) and 

facilitates the production of functional GUS protein (Figure 1A). The GUS activity can then be 

used as approximation for the efficiency of base editing. 

Next, we employed two separate strategies for the construction of TALE-ABEs (Figure 1B). 

One is using a single TALE array containing a bipartite nuclear localization sequence (bpNLS), 

an N-terminal TALE domain, the RVD repeat region, the C-terminal TALE domain, and 

functional domains to perform the base editing, termed single TALE-ABE (sTABE). The other 

is using a pair of TALE-ABEs and named pair TALE-ABE (pTABE). To enable a simple 

construction of different base editor designs, individual parts were built as modular cloning 

(MoClo) modules and assembled using Golden Gate Cloning (Supplemental Figure 1). First, 

TadA8e or a TadA8e-dimer was fused to the TALE array to generate sTABE_v1 and 

sTABE_v2. The activity of these sTABEs was tested using the GUS*424 reporter by 

Agrobacterium-mediated transient expression in Nicotiana benthamiana leaves (Supplemental 

Figure 2). After normalization to a constitutively expressed functional GUS (WT GUS), both 

sTABEs conferred very low GUS activity (0.2-0.6%) with the sTABE-binding either left (non-

coding strand, shown as L) or right (coding strand, shown as R) of the target adenine in the 

GUS*424 reporter (Figure 1A, C). 

Next, we examined whether fusing additional domains to the sTABE can increase their A•T-

to-G•C editing efficiency. Cho et al. reported that the dsDNA-specific cytosine deaminase 
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domain of DddA as catalytic inactive (DddAE1347A) or active version in different designs 

drastically enhances the activity of TALE adenine base editors on human mitochondrial DNA 

(Cho et al., 2022). Accordingly, DddAE1347A was fused to the single TadA8e and yielded 

sTABE_v3 (Figure 1B). sTABE_v4 harbors an engineered human AID (AID*Δ) which exhibited 

high deaminase activity in rice (Ren et al., 2018). sTABE_v5 contains the single-strand DNA-

binding domain from RAD51 protein (Rad51DBD) which conferred increased activity in 

cytosine base editors (Zhang et al., 2020) and adenine base editors (Tan et al., 2022). 

sTABE_v6 contains the non-specific double-strand DNA-binding protein Sso7d from 

Sulfolobus solfataricus (Baumann et al., 1995). Overall, all setups with the exception of 

sTABE_v4 showed comparable GUS activity above background with slight preferences for 

binding either left or right of the target site (Fig. 1C). These results show that TadA8e can 

catalyze A•T-to-G•C editing in dsDNA in sTABE architectures, but the editing efficiencies are 

very low. Fusion of DddAE1347A, AID*Δ, Rad51DBD or Sso7d could not increase the editing 

efficiency in our reporter assays. 

 

Improving the A•T-to-G•C editing efficiency with pair TALE-ABEs  

As an alternative design, we tested pair TALE-ABE (pTABE) architectures to combine TadA8e 

and DddA. The pTABEs (pTABE_v1 to pTABE_v6) are composed of a pair of TALE arrays in 

a tail-to-tail arrangement (Figure 1B). For pTABE_v1, TadA8e was fused to one TALE array 

and the catalytically inactive DddAE1347A was fused to the other. The editing efficiencies of 

pTABE_v1 was comparable to the single TALE-ABE (sTABE_v3) (Figure 1D). The activity of 

the single sTABE_v3 varied between 0.7% and 1.6% when positioned on the left or right side 

of the target adenine, respectively. The activity of the pair pTABE_v1 was similar (1%) for both 

orientations, but remained low (Figure 1D). This indicates that the fusion of a full length 

DddAE1347A in sTABE or pTABE could not increase the TALE-ABE A•T-to-G•C editing efficiency 

in our N. benthamiana assay.  

Next, we tested split DddA designs with the DddA-N and DddA-C halves fused separately to 

a pair of TALE arrays with or without the addition of an uracil-glycosylase inhibitor (UGI) 

(pTABE_v2, pTABE_v3, pTABE_v4). Remarkably, two of these designs showed significantly 
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increased base editing activity. When DddA-C and TadA8e were fused to one TALE array and 

DddA-N to the other (pTABE_v2) the activities varied between 5.3% and 19.3% depending on 

the orientation of the pTABE pair (Figure 1E). If the position of the two DddA-halves in the 

fusion constructs was switched (pTABE_v3) the activities ranged from 7.6% to 10.3% (Figure 

1E). In contrast, the activity of pTABE_v4 which has the same architecture as pTABE_v2, but 

harbors additional UGIs following the DddA-C and DddA-N halves was significantly lower 

(1.5%). 

We speculated that the spatial position of TadA8e to the target adenine might influence editing 

efficiency and that a single adenine deaminase might not be optimal. To alleviate this, we 

added TadA8e to both TALE arrays in addition to one of the DddA halves (pTABE_v5). Indeed, 

pTABE_v5 exhibited a significantly higher activity (32.9%) than pTABE_v2, irrespective of the 

orientation of the pair (Figure 1F). Finally, we used the DddA variant DddA6 which has been 

reported to exhibit an increased catalytic activity (Mok et al., 2022a) as DddA6-N and DddA6-

C halves (pTABE_v6). pTABE_v6 showed a slightly higher activity (37.5%) in one orientation, 

but a slightly lower one (29.6%) in the other orientation which was comparable to the normal 

DddA halves.  

To compare the efficiencies of the TALE-base editors with CRISPR/Cas9 editors, we designed 

a sgRNA for the target sequence (Figure 1A) and used a catalytically dead dSpCas9-adenine 

base editor (TadA8e-dSpCas9) targeting the GUS*424 reporter. We chose dCas9 instead of a 

Cas9-nickase for a fair comparison, because TALE-base editors are also not able to guide 

repair via nicking of the non-edited DNA strand. The activity of this CRISPR/Cas9 base editor 

was slightly higher (42.7%), but in a similar range than the two TALE-base editors (pTABE_v5, 

pTABE_v6) (Figure 1F).  

These results indicate that split-DddA but not full-length DddAE1347A could increase A•T-to-G•C 

editing in TALE-ABEs in our N. benthiamiana reporter system. Moreover, pair TALE arrays 

containing TadA8e on both TALEs and split-DddA or DddA6 halves can further increase editing 

efficiency. 
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pTABE_v4 allows C•G-to-T•A editing 

Because some pTABEs contain split DddA halves which are in principle catalytically active, 

we wondered whether these pTABEs can also edit cytosines. Hence, we developed a GUS 

reporter (GUSG537) with a missense mutation that converts an amino acid in the active center 

of the enzyme from glutamate to glycine to abrogate its activity (Islam et al., 1999). Cytosine 

base editing can revert this mutation to restore the GUS activity. The target site contains a TC 

motif which is required for DddA activity (Figure 2A). 

We then constructed TALE-CBEs (DdCBEs) that resembled the original design of Mok et al. 

with split DddAtox halves and UGI fused to each TALE array (Mok et al., 2020) as a positive 

control (Figure 2B). By utilizing the same left and right TALE arrays, the DdCBEs and 

pTABE_v4 (containing UGI) showed similar GUS activity of average 35.5% and 38.6%, 

whereas pTABE_v6 (without UGI) showed a very low GUS activity of 2.9% (Figure 2C). This 

indicates that the addition of UGI to a pair of TALE-ABEs (pTABE_v4) enables efficient C•G-

to-T•A conversion, however, the absence of UGI (pTABE_v6) largely prohibits cytosine 

targeting. 

 

DddAE1347A makes dsDNA accessible for ssDNA-specific deaminases 

It was puzzling why the ssDNA-specific TadA8e can efficiently use a dsDNA substrate when 

fused to DddA-N and DddA-C halves. Our hypothesis was that the DddA acts on dsDNA, e.g. 

by partially unwinding the double strand and revealing ssDNA locally. To address this, we 

tested the activity of another highly ssDNA-specific deaminase, the cytosine deaminase 

human APOBEC3A (A3A), using our cytosine GUSG537 reporter (Figure 3A). For this, 

DddAE1347A was fused to the left TALE array and the highly active A3A variant A3AY130F (Zhou 

et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2021) was fused to the right TALE array. A3A only exhibits cytosine 

deaminase activity against ssDNA (Moraes et al., 2021) while DddAE1347A has no cytosine 

deaminase activity against both, dsDNA and ssDNA (Mok et al., 2020). When targeting the 

GUSG537 reporter with DddAE1347A / A3AY130F CBEs in N. benthamiana GUS assays, the 

combination of DddAE1347A and A3AY130F CBEs exhibited a very high GUS activity of 48.7%, 

while A3AY130F and DddAE1347A alone only show 10.3% and 3.6% GUS activity, respectively 
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(Figure 3B). This suggests that DddAE1347A generally makes target bases in dsDNA more 

accessible for local ssDNA-specific deaminases, possibly by partially unwinding the dsDNA.  

 

The spatial requirement of pair TALE-adenine base editors 

To apply base editors, it is crucial to know the editing window, i.e., the target region where the 

deaminase is acting, relative to the DNA-binding site of the tool. Previously, this has been 

studied for TALE-base editors by amplicon sequencing of target regions which revealed the 

editing efficiencies of different possible bases in the regions (Mok et al., 2020; Mok et al., 

2022a). In contrast, we aimed to understand how a pair of TALE-ABEs should be positioned 

to modify a specific target base. Therefore, we constructed TALE arrays of different length 

flanking the target adenine in the GUS*424 reporter (Figure 4A). The different combinations of 

left and right TALEs allow to test different sizes of spacer regions (from 4 to 16 nucleotides; 4-

nt to 16-nt), and to vary the position of the targeted adenine in the spacer (from position 2 to 

6; A2-A6) (Figure 4B). We tested the editing efficiencies of pTABE_v2 (with DddA-halves; 

Figure 4C) and pTABE_v6 (with DddA6-halves; Figure 4D) with different TALE combinations 

separately in N. benthamiana GUS assays. Across the 6-nt to 16-nt spacers, pTABE_v2 

achieved the highest editing efficiency at position A4 in the 10-nt and 12-nt spacer regions, 

and the A4 editing activities are significantly reduced when the spacer is extended to 14-nt or 

shortened to 8-nt. When the targeted adenine was located at A2 or A6, pTABE_v2 showed 

poor editing activities. Similarly, pTABE_v6 also showed high activity at A4 in the 10-nt to 12-

nt spacer regions. In addition, pTABE_v6 still showed significant activities at A6 in the 14-nt 

spacer and A2 in the 10-nt spacer. These results indicate that both pTABE_v2 and pTABE_v6 

prefer target adenines located at A4 in a spacer region of 10-12 nucleotides. 

 

Refining the editing range in the spacer region of pair TALE-base editors in plant 

protoplasts 

More than one adenine might be edited in the spacer region of pair TALE-base editors, in 

particular, if both DNA strands could potentially be targeted. To reveal the editing range of 

pTABE_v6 in comparison to TadA8e-dSpCas9, we amplified the target region in the GUS*424 
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reporter from DNA of N. benthamiana leaves infiltrated with Agrobacterium strains co-

delivering the GUS reporter and base editor components and sequenced the amplicons by 

next-generation sequencing. Both, pTABE_v6 and TadA8e-dSpCas9 showed the highest 

adenine editing activity at position A4 (which restored the stop-codon to glutamine) with 

average 0.2% and 0.9% editing efficiencies, respectively (Figure 5A). In addition, TadA8e-

dSpCas9 showed 0.1% and 0.7% efficiencies at A2 and A8, respectively, while pTABE_v6 

showed very low editing (less than 0.1%) at these sites.  

To further characterize the targeting capabilities of TALE-ABEs on plant nuclear loci, we used 

pTABE_v6 to target three chromosomal rice genes (OsALS, OsSWEET14, and OsPDS) and 

one chromosomal N. benthamiana gene (NB-T1) in protoplasts. Amplicon sequencing showed 

that, in the 16-nt spacer region of OsALS three A•Ts were edited (T9, T11, and T14) with 

efficiencies from 0.2% to 0.8% (Figure 5B). In OsSWEET14 two A•Ts were edited with an 

efficiency of 1% for A6 and 0.1% for A15 (Figure 5C). In OsPDS four A•Ts were edited with 

the highest editing efficiency of 1.5% at A8 (Figure 5D). In NB-T1 only very low editing was 

detectable at T10 (Figure 5E). The average editing product purity of pTABE_v6 reached 97.6% 

with 2.4% transversions to C or G, and we did not identify any C•G-to-T•A editing in those five 

target sites (Figure 5F). These results show that pTABE_v6 generates A•T-to-G•C conversions 

with high product purity and can target chromosomal loci in plant cells. 

To demonstrate targeted A•T-to-G•C editing in rice organelles, we chose the chloroplast gene 

psaA for the TALE-ABE editing (Figure 6A). Mutations in the psaA gene resulted in an albino 

phenotype because of decreased chlorophyll production (Li et al., 2021). As expected, we 

found that several regenerated lines exhibited the albino phenotype (Figure 6B). Sanger 

sequencing chromatogram from line 7 displays a desired conversion of A•T-to-G•C in the 

spacer region (Figure 6C). We noted that undesired editing was also detected at the TALE 

binding regions. This bystander editing, caused by TALE-ABE, has also been reported in 

mammalian cells (Cho et al., 2022). Additional research is required in the future to explore the 

use of TALE-DdCBEs and TALE-ABEs for producing genetically modified plants and 

examining their specificity in vivo. 
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Off-target editing by pair TALE-ABEs 

TALE-CBEs directed to the mitochondria have been reported to result in off-target editing in 

mitochondria and even the nuclear chromosomes (Lei et al., 2022; Mok et al., 2022a; Lee et 

al., 2022). This off-target editing appears puzzling, given that DNA-recognition by TALE arrays 

is considerably specific and the requirement for two neighboring binding sites makes TALEN 

pairs explicitly specific. One possibility is, that the interaction between the two DddA halves is 

strong enough to enable reconstitution of the functional deaminase even if only one TALE 

array is bound to an off-target site. 

To profile the off-target editing of our pair TALE-ABEs, we designed two pairs of TALE arrays 

based on pTABE_v6 with one TALE array binding to the target site in the GUS*424 reporter 

(shown as L-TadA8e-6N or R-TadA8e-6C, Figure 7) and the other one containing non-targeted 

RVD repeats that can not bind to the target sites (shown as NT-TadA8e-6N or NT-TadA8e-6C, 

Figure 7). Determining base editing activity in N. benthamiana GUS assays, we found that the 

combination of L-TadA8e-6N / NT-TadA8e-6C showed an average of 8.3% GUS activity 

(positive control is 62.4%, L-TadA8e-6N / R-TadA8e-6C) while L-TadA8e-6N alone (without 

the NT-TadA8e-6C) showed a background activity of only 0.4%. This indicated that there is a 

considerable editing if only one of the two pair TALE-ABEs is bound to the target site. If the 

DddA-halves are switched, the combination of NT-TadA8e-6N / R-TadA8e-6C or the single R-

TadA8e-6C alone both lead to about 3% editing activity (positive control is 62.4%). This shows 

that one of the pair TALE-ABEs can trigger low-level off-target editing when bound to a DNA 

location.  

 

Discussion 

In the present study, we tested two different designs of TALE-adenine base editors, single 

TALE-ABE editors and paired TALE-ABE editors, and refined how to apply them in plant cells 

on nuclear target sequences. This work extends the initial description of efficient A•T-to-G•C 

editing via TALE-based genome editing tools (Cho et al., 2022). In comparison to the previous 

work which was focused on mitochondrial DNA in human cells, we established GUS reporter 
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to score cytosine and adenine base editing in the plant nucleus. To accomplish a quick 

assembly of different tool designs, we based all components on a modular MoClo design.  

Our results confirm that fusion of DddA to the adenine deaminase is crucial to achieve a high 

adenine editing efficiency, also in plant cells. For this, we found that fusion of split halves of 

DddA or the enhanced DddA6 variant (Mok et al., 2022a) to the TadA8e adenine deaminase 

variant (Richter et al., 2020) is most effective compared to other protein fusion strategies. A 

spacer length of 10-12 nt is optimal, with the targeted adenine at position 4. Previous studies 

have shown that TadA8e has a higher DNA deaminating ability than other TadA variants. 

Although TadA8e can not access dsDNA, it is in vitro capable of rapidly deaminating transiently 

generated single-strand DNA that might occur during the search process of CRISPR/Cas-

systems for target sites (Lapinaite et al., 2020). Accordingly, TadA8e fused to a TALE array 

alone only resulted in very low adenine editing in our assay which confirms that Tad8e itself 

can not act efficiently on dsDNA. In contrast, our experiments now support a model that the 

dsDNA-specific DddA provides access to ssDNA. A TALE-DddAE1347A fusion enabled efficient 

base editing by the ssDNA-specific cytosine deaminase APOBEC3A (A3AY130F) when fused to 

a TALE array. A possible explanation is that DddA unwinds dsDNA locally to facilitate its own 

cytosine deaminase activity. Similarly, the catalytically dead DddAE1347A variant transiently 

provides ssDNA as a substrate for A3AY130F and the split DddA variants enabled Tad8e activity 

in our reporter assays. Furthermore, DddA and DddA6 are limited to a 5’-TC context for 

cytosine base editing (Mok et al., 2020; Mok et al., 2022a), however, split DddA and DddA6 in 

our pTABEs do not require a 5’-TC motif to facilitate adenine base editing of Tad8e, which is 

consistent with the previous study in mammalian cell lines (Cho et al., 2022). Taken together, 

this opens up interesting questions regarding the mechanistic details whether and how dsDNA-

specific cytosine deaminases like DddA possibly target DNA bases in a two-step process of 

unwinding DNA and subsequent base deamination.  

Cho et al. showed an efficient A•T-to-G•C conversion in human mitochondrial DNA via 

monomeric TALEDs (similar architecture as sTABE_v3), dimeric TALEDs (similar architecture 

as pTABE_v1), and split TALEDs (similar architecture as pTABE_v2) (Cho et al., 2022). In 

contrast, in our GUS reporter assays, both sTABE_v3 and pTABE_v1 show only low activity 
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compared to pTABE_v2. It is worth noticing that there is a difference how the base modification 

is fixed in human mitochondria and the N. benthamiana transient expression system, 

respectively. The circular mitochondrial DNA in a multiplying cell culture is replicating quickly, 

which fixes heteroduplex situations into mutations in one of the daughter molecules without 

the need for a DNA repair process. This enhances mutational changes by TALE-base editors 

which don't nick DNA and which in contrast to CRISPR/Cas9 base editors (Komor et al., 2016) 

are unable to guide the replacement of the non-edited DNA strand. Furthermore, amplicon 

sequencing can overestimate base editing mutation rates, because also transient, non-

resolved heteroduplexs are amplified and scored as mutations. In our GUS assay, the base 

deaminases target a base in the template strand which is directly transcribed into the desired 

modification even if a heteroduplex still exists, which also potentially enhances the apparent 

editing. The target adenine in our GUS reporter is part of a TA motif which is favored by TadA8e 

(Wu et al., 2022). At the same time, we can only detect TAA to CAA edits in the GUS*424 

reporter and other base edits are not detected which might result in an underestimation of total 

editing rates.  

So far, TALE-base editors have achieved near-homoplasmic editing rates in full organisms, 

namely Arabidopsis, lettuce, and rice (Kang et al., 2021; Nakazato et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021; 

Mok et al., 2022b). At present no targeted editing in the nuclear chromosomes by TALE-base 

editors have been reported. Although we achieved high editing rates in our reporter system 

which in principle is nuclear localized, and we detected editing of rice and N. benthamiana 

chromosomal loci, we did not accomplish to regenerate edited T0 plants, yet. Either, the base 

changes are not fixed efficiently in the nuclear chromosome without nicking of the non-edited 

strand or TALE-base editors have an overall deleterious effect on the cell, e.g., by high off-

target rates, which hinders plant regeneration. Substantial nuclear off-target editing of TALE-

CBEs have been reported even when the tool was directed to the mitochondria (Lei et al., 

2022). The two DddA halves were speculated to associate to a functional enzyme even at sites 

where only one TALE array is bound. We could confirm that the activity of our pTABE_v6 editor 

can be detected when only one TALE array is binding the target locus. Apparently, 

spontaneous re-association of the DddA halves promotes this. The use of an engineered low-
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off target DddA (Lei et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2022) might alleviate this. Also, in particular the 

TadA8e variant causes elevated off-target editing in plant genomes when used in 

CRISPR/Cas9 base editors (Wu et al., 2022). Possibly, this editing is linked to transient ssDNA 

areas caused by the Cas9 target search and would not appear by TALE-TadA8e tools.  

In summary, we have refined the optimal architecture of the TALE-adenine base editing system 

in plant cells. This system can now be applied for mitochondrial and chloroplast genome editing 

to accelerate crop improvement. Future work will address the efficiency for nuclear 

chromosomal editing. 
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Methods 

Plasmid Construction 

We used the modular cloning (MoClo) syntax (Weber et al., 2011; Geiβler et al., 2011; Grützner 

and Marillonnet, 2020) to generate the TALE-ABE plasmids. For this, the components were 

subcloned in individual modules that can be assembled using Golden Gate Cloning (Engler et 

al., 2008). The details of the cloning procedures are listed in Supplemental Methods and 

Supplemental Figure 1. The plasmid modules used in this study were listed in Supplemental 

Table 1. 

 

Plant growth condition 

Nicotiana benthamiana plants were grown in a greenhouse with 16 hours of light, a relative 

humidity of 40-60%, and temperatures of 23°C and 19°C during the day and night, respectively. 

Four to six weeks old plants were used for Agrobacterium tumefaciens inoculation experiments. 

 

Nicotiana benthamiana infiltration and GUS reporter assay 

GUS reporter assays were performed as previously described (Boch et al., 2009). Briefly, A. 

tumefaciens GV3101 strains containing a TALE-ABE construct, the GUS reporter construct, 

and a p19 silencing inhibitor, respectively, were mixed 1:1:1 with OD600 of 0.8 and inoculated 

into N. benthamiana leaves. Two to three days after inoculation, two leaf discs (diameter 0.8 

cm) were harvested from each inoculation spot. Leaf tissues were homogenized and incubated 

with 4-methyl-umbelliferyl-β-D-glucuronide. GUS activities were measured using a TECAN 

reader (360 nm excitation and 465 nm emission). For details see Supplemental Figure 2. 

Proteins were quantified by NanoDropTM One (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Leaf disks were 

stained in X-Gluc solution and de-stained in ethanol. 

 

Protoplast isolation and transformation 

We used rice cultivar Kitaake leaves to prepare rice protoplasts. Protoplast isolation and 

transformation were performed as previously described (Shan et al., 2014). 10 µg plasmid 

DNA per construct were introduced into protoplasts by PEG-mediated transfection. The 
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transfected protoplasts were incubated at room temperature. After 48 h, the protoplasts were 

collected and the genomic DNA extracted. 

 

DNA extraction and amplicon sequencing 

Plant genomic DNA was extracted with the innuPREP Plant DNA Kit (Analytik Jena). The 

targeted sequences were amplified with specific primers, and the amplicons were purified with 

the GeneJET Gel Extraction Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and quantified using Qubit™ 1X 

dsDNA High Sensitivity Kits (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Oligos used in this study were list in 

Supplemental Table 2. Equal amounts of PCR products were pooled and sequenced 

(GENEWIZ, AMPLICON-EZ). Amplicon sequencing was performed three times for each target 

location using genomic DNA isolated from three different protoplasts transformation 

experiments. The target sites in the sequenced reads were analyzed for mutations using 

CRISPResso2 (crispresso2.pinellolab.org; Clement et al., 2019). 

 

Statistical analysis 

All values are shown as means ± SEM (standard error of the mean). Statistical differences 

between the values were tested using two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-tests by GraphPad 

(Prism; www.graphpad.com). 
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The amplicon sequencing data have been deposited in an NCBI BioProject database 

(PRJNA909199). Plasmids used in this study will be made available through Addgene. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Establishment of TALE-ABEs in N. benthamiana. 

(A) Schematic of the GUS*424 adenine base editing reporter. The A•T-to-G•C (highlight in red) 

editing in GUS*424 can alter the stop codon (TAA) to Gln (CAA) and restore GUS activity. TALE 

binding sites are in gray background, spacer region in cyan background, sgRNA targeting 

sequence and PAM are indicated by a red and blue line, respectively. (B) Architectures of six 

single TALE-ABEs (sTABE_v1 - sTABE_v6) and six pair TALE-TABEs (pTABE_v1 - pTABE_v6). 

bpNLS: bipartite nuclear localization signal; N / C: DddA-N / DddA-C halves split at G1397; 6N 

/ 6C: Ddd6A-N / Ddd6A-C halves split at G1397. (C-F) A. tumefaciens strains delivering 

constructs were mixed and infiltrated into N. benthamiana leaves. GUS activities were 

measured and normalized to 35S::GUS (WT GUS, positive control). Values are confirmed in 

independent experiments. (C) A•T-to-G•C editing efficiencies of six sTABEs binding to the left 

(left TALE) or right (right TALE) site in GUS*424, n=8. (D) A•T-to-G•C editing efficiencies of 

sTABEs_v3 and pTABE_v1 binding to the left (L) or right (R) site in GUS*424, n=4. (E) A•T-to-

G•C editing efficiencies of pTABEs_v2, pTABE_v3, and pTABE_v4 at GUS*424 targeting sites, 

n=3. (F) A•T-to-G•C editing efficiencies of three pTABEs (pTABEs_v2, pTABE_v5, and 

pTABE_v6) and Tad8e-dSpCas9 at GUS*424 targeting sites, n=4. GUS*424: negative control, w/o 

GUS (without GUS*424, pTABEs only): negative control. Values and error bars indicate the 

mean ± SEM, *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; n.s. (not significant) using Student’s two-tailed unpaired t-

test. 
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Figure 2. Efficient C•G-to-T•A editing occurs only in the presence of UGI. 

(A) Schematic of the GUSG537 cytosine base editing reporter. The inactive GUSG537 contains 

Gly (GGA) at position 537. C•G-to-T•A (highlight in red) editing of GUSG537 can change the Gly 

to Glu (GAA) and restore GUS activity. Left and right TALE binding sites in gray background, 

spacer region in orange background. (B) Architectures of TALE-split DddAtox (DdCBE) to target 

GUSG537. (C) C•G-to-T•A editing efficiencies of the cytosine base editor DdCBE, pair adenine 

base editors with (pTABE_v4) and without (pTABE_v6) UGI. GUS activities were determined 

from A. tumefaciens-infiltrated N. benthamiana leaves and normalized to 35S::GUS (WT GUS). 

Values and error bars indicate the mean ± SEM, n=3. 
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Figure 3. DddA enable efficient base editing of APOBEC3A. 

(A) Schematic of the DddAE1347A / A3AY130F cytosine base editing system targeting the GUSG537 

cytosine base editing reporter. Left TALE fused with DddAE1347A, right TALE fused with 

APOBEC3A (A3AY130F). (B) C•G-to-T•A editing efficiencies of cytosine base editors. One 

representative stained leaf disk of the qualitative assay is shown. GUS activities were 

determined from A. tumefaciens-infiltrated N. benthamiana leaves and normalized to 

35S::GUS (WT GUS). Values and error bars indicate the mean ± SEM, n=3. ***p < 0.001 using 

Student’s two-tailed unpaired t-test. 
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Figure 4. Analyzing the editing windows of pair TALE-ABEs. 

(A) Schematic of shifting the editing window of pair TALE-ABEs (pTABEs) and the position of 

the target adenine by using TALE arrays of different length, the binding sites of three left TALEs 

and five right TALEs are show by blue arrows. The targeted A•T base pair is in red. (B) Different 

spacer regions (from 4 to 16) flanked by different left and right TALE combinations. The 

targeted adenine is in red and bold. (C) and (D) A•T-to-G•C editing efficiencies of pTABE_v2 

(C) and pTABE_v6 (D) in the GUS*424 reporter. Top, architecture of pTABE_v2 or pTABE_v6, 

left TALE binding to the non-coding strand of GUS*424 and right TALE binding to the coding 

strand. Bottom, values and error bars indicating the mean ± SEM, n=3. GUS activities were 

determined from A. tumefaciens infiltrated N. benthamiana leaves and normalized to 

35S::GUS (WT GUS). 
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Figure 5. Editing efficiency of pTABE_v6 in rice and N. benthamiana.  

(A-E) A•T-to-G•C editing efficiencies were determined by amplicon sequencing of target 

regions from the A. tumefaciens-infiltrated GUS*424 ABE reporter (A) or transformed rice (B-D) 

and N. benthamiana (E) protoplasts. Targeted sequences are listed above the panels. Spacer 

sequences are in bold. sgRNA for TadA8e-dSpCas9 is indicated by a rectangle. Blue: 

pTABE_v6, red: TadA8e-dSpCas9. (F) Product purities of pTABE_v6 from (B-E). Values and 

error bars indicate the mean ± SEM, n=3. 
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Figure 6. pTABE_v6 induce chloroplast genome editing in rice.  

(A) Schematic of A•T-to-G•C editing in rice plants mediated by TALE-ABEs. A pair of pTABE_v6 

plasmids, left pTABE_v6 and right pTABE_v6 are separately transformed into A. tumefaciens 

strain EHA105. Two A. tumefaciens strains, each containing one of the two pTABE_v6 

plasmids, are mixed before transforming rice calli. The regenerated plants are genotyped after 

6-7 weeks of selection on medium with 50 mg/L hygromycin. Hyg: Hygromycin. (B) Phenotypes 

of two transgenic lines, line 6 and Line 7. Bar = 1 cm. (C) The genotypes of line 6 and Line 7 

are shown through the sequencing chromatograms. A•T-to-G•C editing bases are highlighted 

in red. R represents A and G, while Y represents T and C. WT: wild-type. TALE binding sites 

are in gray background, spacer region in cyan background.  
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Figure 7. Off-target editing of pTABE_v6. 

A•T-to-G•C editing efficiencies by pTABE_v6 with a pair of targeted pTABEs (L-TadA8e-6N / 

R-TadA8e-6C) or a combination of targeted and non-targeted TABE (L-TadA8e-6N / NT-

TadA8e-6C or NT-TadA8e-6N / R-TadA8e-6C). GUS activities were determined from A. 

tumefaciens-infiltrated N. benthamiana leaves and normalized to 35S::GUS (WT GUS). 

Bottom: values and error bars indicate the mean ± SEM, n=3. *p < 0.05; n.s. (not significant) 

using Student’s two-tailed unpaired t-test. 
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5 General discussion 

5.1 Efficient gene targeting in allotetraploid brown mustard by CRISPR/Cas9. 

The CRISPR/Cas system enables the induction of mutagenesis in a sequence-specific manner, 

thereby disrupting genes and facilitating their functional evaluation. This technology can be 

used for trait improvement in crops. During the course of plant evolution, certain plant species 

underwent polyploidization (Schaart et al., 2021). Polyploidy occurs when a diploid organism 

acquires one or more extra sets of chromosomes, and polyploids are classified into three types: 

autopolyploids, allopolyploids, and segmental allopolyploids (Levin, 1983). Genetic 

manipulation of polyploid plants via chemical and irradiation treatments commonly yields plants 

with single mutation in one allele only (Jacob et al., 2018). Different mutations can be combined 

in one genotype by crossing and backcrossing, however, this strategy is time consuming. 

Hence, the gene editing technology which can target multiple alleles simultaneously is 

particularly powerful to address traits in polyploid plants. CRISPR/Cas-mediated gene editing 

has been successfully applied in several polyploid crops, including wheat (Wang et al., 2014), 

potato (Andersson et al., 2017), rapeseed (Braatz et al., 2017), cotton (Gao et al., 2017a), 

Tragopogon (Shan et al., 2018), Panicum virgatum L. (Liu et al., 2018), and strawberry (Wilson 

et al., 2019).  

Brassica juncea is a self-pollinated plant and an allotetraploid (AABB; 2n = 36) derived from 

interspecific hybridization between the diploid progenitors Brassica rapa (AA, 2n = 20) and 

Brassica nigra (BB, 2n = 16) (He et al., 2021). Brassica juncea (AABB) has a large genome 

(approximately 920 Mb) with sub-genomes A and B, and contains numerous structural 

variations between the two sub-genomes, making it challenging to generate mutations at 

multiple genomic sites simultaneously by conventional breeding. 

The allergenic 2S albumin Bra j I, derived from the seeds of Brassica juncea, has been 

identified and characterized. It has been found to be reactive with human IgE antibodies in 

individuals with a sensitivity to mustard (Gonzalez de la Peña et al., 2009). In this thesis, two 

Bra j I homoeologs (named as Bra j IA and Bra j IB) were successfully cloned from two brown 

mustard lines Terratop (European line) and CR2664 (Indian line). Both Bra j IA and Bra j IB 
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possess a length of 537 base pairs encoding for 179 amino acids. Two CRISPR/Cas9 

constructs with four independent sgRNA expression cassettes each were designed to target 

both Bra j IA and Bra j IB simultaneously. To modify both of the Bra j IA and Bra j IB homeologs 

simultaneously Bra j I homoeologs, two final binary constructs (pBraj1256 harbored four 

sgRNA sg1, sg2, sg5, and sg6; and pBraj3477 contained four sgRNAs sg3, sg4, sg7A, and 

sg7B) both carrying genes for SpCas9, hygromycin resistance, and sgRNA expression 

cassettes were generated. pBraj1256 had the potential to induce a complete deletion of both 

Bra j IA and Bra j IB coding sequences by targeting their 5′- and 3′-UTR regions while 

pBraj3477 was targeting the coding sequences of Bra j IA and Bra j IB themselves to induce 

frameshift mutations. For pBraj1256, the complete deletion of Bra j I may occur when Cas9 

cuts the 5′- and 3′-UTR regions of Bra j I within a close time frame. If the cuts happen 

separately, there is a high possibility of small indels appearing after the DSBs repair. For 

pBraj3477, target cutting guided by one or more of the four sgRNAs is sufficient to introduce 

indels at the Bra j I coding region, and subsequence DSBs repair may result in frameshift 

mutations of Bra j I. A similar strategy has been applied to create low-gluten wheat by 

CRISPR/Cas9-mediated modification of immunoreactive α-gliadin genes (Sánchez-León et al., 

2018). Sanger sequencing indicated that both CRISPR/Cas9 constructs showed a high editing 

efficiency in mustard. When utilizing pBraj3477, the mutagenesis frequency of Bra j IA/Bra j IB 

was observed to be approximately 33.3% (4/12) and 100% (6/6) in Terratop and CR2664, 

respectively. Similarly, pBraj1256 resulted in a Bra j IA/Bra j IB mutagenesis frequency of 100% 

(6/6) and 80% (8/10) in Terratop and CR2664, respectively. Those mutations induced by the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system were stably inherited to the T1 progeny. Moreover, for the Bra j I deletion 

construct (pBraj1256) we found that two out of 16 regenerated T0 mustard lines (T0-1 from 

CR2664 and T0-47 from Terratop) contain the whole deletion of Bra j IB but not Bra j IA. 

Unfortunately, the complete deletion of both Bra j IA and Bra j IB in the 16 regenerated T0 

mustard lines was not observed. This could be the occurrence of multiple double-strand breaks 

in genomic DNA generated by Cas9 resulting in a higher frequency of indels caused by error-

prone non-homologous end joining repair, as opposed to fragment deletions that arise from 

the direct joining of two double-strand breaks. Currently, the precise molecular mechanism 
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underlying the generation of fragment deletion in vivo through the direct linkage of two double-

strand breaks remains largely unclear. We speculated that the process leading to such a 

fragment deletion may require two double-strand breaks to occur within the same time frame, 

and is likely influenced by the inherent DNA repair mechanisms as well as the spatial 

separation between the DNA breaks. It is reported that the utilization of the endogenous tRNA 

processing system for the production of multiple sgRNA in multiplex genome editing has the 

potential to enhance the frequency of mutagenesis in chromosomal fragment deletion (Xie et 

al., 2015). The processing of pre-tRNAs, which act as spacers between multiple sgRNAs in a 

polycistronic tRNA-sgRNA transcript, can be accomplished by utilizing cellular RNase P and 

RNase Z under the control of a single Pol III promoter (Zhang et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2018). 

Compared to the conventional sgRNA processing system, the tRNA-sgRNA processing system 

revealed higher transcription levels of sgRNAs. This improvement can enhance simultaneous 

mutagenesis of multiple targets or deletion of short chromosomal fragments (Xie et al., 2015). 

This tRNA-sgRNA processing approach may be employed in the future to accomplish the 

deletion of target genes. 

For efficient genome editing in mustard, high efficiency and specificity are necessary when 

designing sgRNAs. Target sites are easily identified by bioinformatic tools; however, it is much 

more challenging to predict the on-target and off-target score of each sgRNA de novo. The 

major concern with the CRISPR/Cas9 system is that Cas9 can have off-target effects. Off-

target editing might occur at potential genomic sequences with homology to the protospacer 

which is known as sgRNA-dependent off-target editing. A potential approach to mitigate the 

sgRNA-dependent off-target editing is to substitute the conventional SpCas9 with high-fidelity 

SpCas9 variants, such as SpCas9-HF (Kleinstiver et al., 2016), eSpCas9(1.1) (Slaymaker et 

al., 2016), and HypaCas9 (Chen et al., 2017b). In this thesis, after analyzing 24 predicted 

sgRNA-dependent off-target sites in two edited T1 lines no off-target mutations were detected. 

Understanding the off-target mutations in genome edited crops is necessary. Off-target effects 

may cause unwanted phenotypes or cell toxicity, which could limit its commercial applications. 

In plants, the undesirable off-target mutations have been reported in Arabidopsis thaliana 

(Zhang et al., 2018a), Soybean (Jacobs et al., 2015), citrus (Peng et al., 2017), and rice (Xie 
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and Yang, 2013; Endo et al., 2015). Zhang and colleagues demonstrated that the utilization of 

high-specificity sgRNAs did not prevent a significant occurrence of unfavorable mutations 

induced by CRISPR/Cas9 in A. thaliana. And they also indicated that the off-target effects may 

be exacerbated in subsequent generations if the T-DNA containing the editing tools is still 

present (Zhang et al., 2018a). 

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) has proven to be an effective method for detecting many 

kinds of mutations, including indels, SNPs, and structural variations such as large deletions, 

inversions, duplications, and rearrangements (Veres et al., 2014). Theoretically, the use of 

WGS has the potential to detect mutations that arise in an edited genome. However, this 

approach may be constrained by incomplete sequence coverage and alignments. 

Nevertheless, WGS has already been utilized to identify off-target mutations induced by Cas9 

in several species of plants (Zhang et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2014; Peterson et al., 2016). To 

determine the specificity of SpCas9 in mustard, a more thorough analysis (such as WGS) is 

suggested.  

5.2 The seeds derived from bra j I mustard exhibited a decreased in the accumulation 

of Bra j I protein and a modified phenotype. 

The seed storage protein Bra j I is classified as a 2S albumin with an approximate molecular 

weight of 22 kDa, and is processed into two subunits of 9.5 kDa and 12 kDa. The protein 

electrophoretic profile of the protein from wild type mustard, as well as from a mustard line that 

overexpression GFP, and T1 lines of bra j I mutants, were analyzed. The results indicated a 

deficiency or reduced accumulation of 2S albumin in different lines (T1-22, T1-32), these lines 

contained frameshift mutations in all bra j I alleles. Moreover, immunoblotting results suggested 

that the absence of Bra j I protein in the seeds of T1 bra j I mutants was confirmed by the 

absence of any detected anti-Bra j I antibody binding in lines T1-22 and T1-32-1. These lines 

can serve as a valuable foundation for the development of low-allergenic mustard. An elevated 

abundance of certain proteins with an approximate molecular weight of 55 kDa was observed 

in the seed extracts of T1 lines, such as T1-23-16 and T1-22-5, which may suggest that the 

absence of Bra j I resulted in the accumulation of alternative seed storage proteins. 
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Researchers used CRISPR/Cas9 to mutate seed storage proteins in soybean and sesame 

also discovered the accumulation of unknown proteins in the seeds (Sugano et al., 2020; You 

et al., 2022). Further evaluation of seed storage proteins through high-performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) or trypsin inhibitor assay may be benificial in assessing the seed 

quality of these mustard mutants. Serum samples from individuals with mustard allergies could 

help to further clarify the allergenic properties of the mustard seeds developed in this thesis. 

It was observed that the shape of the seeds of various bra j I mutants exhibited abnormalities. 

The observed phenotypes might indicate that Bra j I may have a significant impact on the 

process of seed development. One possible explanation for these seed phenotypes is that the 

multiple cutting of dsDNA in the genome could lead to an overabundance of DNA damage, 

resulting in abnormal cell development, particularly in multicopy genomic regions (Hart et al., 

2015; Aguirre et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). It has been reported that the CRISPR-STOP 

method, which introduces early stop codons using CRISPR-cytosine base editors, is an 

efficient and less harmful alternative to wild-type SpCas9 for gene-knockout studies (Kuscu et 

al., 2017). One possible approach to prevent the occurrence of anomalous seeds is to direct 

the conversion of one DNA base to another at a programmable target locus without requiring 

DSBs. The conventional strategy for disrupting genes is through the creation of DSBs within 

DNA and the repair of DSBs by NHEJ or HDR. The process of gene disruption through NHEJ 

is highly effective, albeit leading to the formation of mosaic knockout alleles due to the variation 

of nucleotides inserted or deleted prior to DSB end joining (van Overbeek et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, these DSBs are harmful DNA lesions that can lead to genomic rearrangements 

and translocations, trigger DNA damage checkpoints, and result in cell death (Aguirre et al., 

2016). As an alternative to NHEJ- and HDR-dependent genome editing, base editors (CBEs 

and ABEs) derived by Cas enzymes or TALE proteins can install C•G-to-T•A or A•T-to-G•C 

base changes in genome. Particularly for CBEs, it can efficiently inactivate genes by precisely 

converting four alternative codons (CAA, CAG, CGA, and TGG) into stop codons without the 

formation of DSBs. 

Allergies to plant-based food products are a significant public health issue. Peanut allergy 

affects about 2% of people under the age of 18 in the United States (Bunyavanich et al., 2014). 
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Studies suggest that the prevalence of peanut allergy is rising (Sicherer et al., 2010). Ara h 2 

has been identified as one of the major peanut allergens, Ara h 2 is recognized by IgE in over 

90% of individuals who suffer from peanut allergies (Jong et al., 1998; Chatel et al., 2003). The 

successful application of RNAi to target the allergen Ara h 2 in peanuts has been established 

(Dodo et al., 2008). Furthermore, Dodo et al. discovered that transgenic peanut seeds 

containing the RNAi construct produced approximately 25% less Ara h 2 than the wild-type 

seeds. As a result, the IgE binding of peanut-allergic patient sera to transgenic peanut samples 

was dramatically reduced compared to wild-type peanut samples (Dodo et al., 2008). 

Soybeans are a major protein used for both human consumption and animal feed worldwide. 

However, it has been reported that several soy proteins have been identified as allergens 

(Heppell et al., 1987; Katz et al., 2014). Japanese scientists utilized CRISPR/Cas9 coupled 

with Agrobacterium-mediated transformation for simultaneous mutagenesis of two soybean 

allergens, Gly m Bd 28 K and Gly m Bd 30 K. Immunoblot analysis revealed that there was no 

accumulation of these two proteins in the seeds of the mutant soybeans (Sugano et al., 2020). 

The application of the CRISPR/Cas system for knocking out allergen genes demonstrates a 

proof-of-concept for developing hypoallergenic crops (Sugano et al., 2020; Assou et al., 2022). 

However, direct in vivo modification of allergen IgE-binding epitopes without gene dysfunction 

has not yet been reported. The IgE-binding epitopes present in allergens contribute to 

allergenicity (Renz et al., 2018). Several studies have demonstrated that peanut allergen 

epitope peptides can be mutated to non-IgE-binding epitopes by a single amino acid change 

(Burks et al., 1997; Stanley et al., 1997; Shinmoto et al., 2010). Therefore, modifying epitopes 

can be used as a novel strategy for producting hypoallergenic foods. Thereby, both CBEs and 

ABEs can be used to make amino acid codon changes, which enable the modification of the 

epitopes of Bra j I. Although there are multiple epitopes present in the allergens, modifying all 

of them can be achieved by using base editors for multiplex editing. Together, through the 

utilization of base editors, it is possible to generate a mustard variant with reduced allergenic 

properties while maintaining its original characteristics. 
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5.3 MoClo assembly system of TALE-base editors. 

To facilitate the assembly of custom-designed TALE arrays and deaminases in TALE cytosine 

base editors (TALE-DdCBEs) or adenine base editors (TALE-ABEs), a modular cloning 

(MoClo) pipeline was applied in this thesis. The MoClo system used in this thesis is 

advantageous because it is simple, efficient, cost-effective, and standardized compared to 

other conventional cloning methods, such as restriction enzyme-ligase cloning, Gateway 

cloning, and Gibson assembly (Weber et al., 2011; Geiβler et al., 2011; Grützner and 

Marillonnet, 2020). The restriction enzyme-ligase cloning involves the utilization of type IIP 

restriction endonucleases (such as EcoRI, HindIII, BamHI, and others.) to cleave the vector 

plasmid and the inserted DNA fragment. Subsequently, DNA ligases are employed to 

reconstitute the fragments into a recombinant plasmid. The acceptor plasmids used in 

restriction enzyme-ligase cloning usually contain multiple cloning sites (MCS) to facilitate the 

integration of diverse DNA fragment, however, this cloning method is limited by the absence 

of suitable restriction sites. Gateway cloning technique, which involves donor vectors and 

destination vectors, is a restriction site-independent approach that utilizes the integration and 

excision mechanism of the lambda phage to achieve site-specific recombination cloning (Curtis 

and Grossniklaus, 2003). Nevertheless, Gateway cloning has its disadvantage, including the 

cost of enzymes used, the presence of undesired attB sequence in the final construct, and it 

is challenging to assemble multiple fragments at the same time. Gibson assembly allows the 

assembly of multiple overlapping DNA fragments in one reaction (Gibson, 2011). Gibson 

assembly is a restriction site-independent cloning method as well, but it requires the 

linearization of both the inserted fragments and acceptor vector containing the overlapping 

sequence through enzyme digestion or PCR before the final recombination. The MoClo 

method is a restriction enzyme-ligase cloning technique based on Golden Gate cloning (Weber 

et al., 2011). It involves the use of type IIS restriction endonucleases (such as BpiI and BsaI) 

to cut outside of their recognition site and generate a 4-base overhang. Those digested 

fragments and the acceptor vector can then be ligated through the recognition of the specific 

4-base overhangs by DNA ligase. When these type IIS enzyme recognition sites are placed at 

the 5′- and 3′-end of any DNA fragment in inverse orientation, they are removed in the cleavage 
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process, allowing two DNA fragments flanked by compatible sequence overhangs to be ligated 

seamlessly. MoClo is convenient for assembling multiple fragments and the modular DNA parts 

in a defined order (Kang et al., 2021a; Li et al., 2021b). 

There are two popular methods for assembling TALE base editors. One method involves 

synthesizing or amplifying modules (such as TALE repeats, deaminases, MTS/NLS, and UGI) 

as gene blocks, then using Gibson assembly to ligate these modules into a recipient acceptor 

vector (Mok et al., 2020; Lei et al., 2022). The other method involves using Golden Gate 

assembly to assemble the TALE repeats from a TALE arrays library in a subcloning step. Then 

the TALE repeat plasmids are assembled together with the recipient acceptor vectors (recipient 

acceptor vectors containing TALE N/C-terminal domains, transition peptide, and deaminase) 

using either Golden Gate assembly (Kang et al., 2021a; Li et al., 2021b) or Gateway cloning 

(Nakazato et al., 2021). In this thesis, we created a plasmid library to assemble TALE-DdCBEs 

and TALE-ABEs. All the components from TALE-DdCBEs and TALE-ABEs are modulating as 

single plasmid modules. By utilizing the Golden Gate assembly, these individual modules can 

be combined into a complete transcription unit for further experimentation. Our plasmid library 

is compatible with the established MoClo system (Weber et al., 2011; Engler et al., 2014), 

which enriches the genome editing toolbox in the MoClo system for plant research.  

5.4 Limitations and improvement of TALE-DdCBEs and TALE-ABEs. 

Although TALE-DdCBEs and TALE-ABEs exhibit effective C•G-to-T•A editing and A•T-to-G•C 

editing, respectively, within dsDNA, their editing capabilities are restricted to the editing window 

of the respective deaminase. In mammalian cells, the TALE-DdCBEs (G1397-split DddA) 

exhibit a preference for editing TCs that are situated approximately 4-7 (C4-C7) nucleotides 

upstream of the 3′-end of 14 to 18-nt spacer regions in both mitochondrial DNA strands (Mok 

et al., 2020) and nuclear targets (Boyne et al., 2022). The editing windows of TALE-DdCBEs 

containing canonical DddA, DddA6, or DddA11 are generally similar (Mok et al., 2022b). In this 

thesis, the TALE-DdCBEs prefer to edit TCs that are positioned at C5-C6 upstream of the 3′-

end of the DNA strand in plants which is similar. Moreover, in this thesis, it has been shown 

that the spacer length can be shortened to 8-nt while maintaining high editing efficiency at C5 
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or C6 (Figure 9A). TALE-ABEs (pTABE_v2 and pTABE_v6) exhibit a preference for adenines 

in the target location, specifically at A4 within a spacer region consisting of 10-12 nucleotides 

(Figure 9B). Researchers have achieved various editing windows of SpCas9-base editors by 

using different deaminases (Anzalone et al., 2020). SpCas9-CBEs were first developed with 

cytosine deaminase APOBEC1, which exhibited an activity window ranging from 4-8 in the 

protospacer (where position 1 is distal to the PAM sequence) (Komor et al., 2016). Subsequent 

reported SpCas9-CBEs with different cytosine deaminases, such as Petromyzon marinus 

cytidine deaminase (PmCDA) exhibited an activity window ranging from 1-10 (Nishida et al., 

2016), and the APOBEC family members APOBEC3A (A3A) exhibited an activity window 

ranging from 2-13 (Gehrke et al., 2018). (Figure 9C). For SpCas9-ABEs, Gaudelli et al. initially 

reported on the SpCas9-ABE variant ABE7.10, which uses a TadA-TadA* dimer as the adenine 

deaminase, showed an activity window ranging from 4-7 (Gaudelli et al., 2017), and the 

ABE7.10 was further evolved into ABE8e (which uses monomeric TadA8e as the adenine 

deaminase), which exhibited substantially increased deamination kinetics and an activity 

window ranging from 4-8 (Richter et al., 2020) (Figure 9D). Due to the PAM restriction of 

SpCas9, modifying certain cytosines or adenines outside the editing windows of SpCas9-base 

editors is challenging. To overcome the limitations of the editing window, using TALE repeat 

domains of varying lengths can enable paired TALE base editors to form an optimal editing 

spacer to introduce the desired modification. 

Furthermore, the editing efficiencies of TALE-DdCBEs and TALE-ABEs may be influenced by 

the used of RVDs (Streubel et al., 2012; Becker and Boch, 2021). The reprogramming of the 

RVDs enables the generation of TALE proteins that binding to specific DNA sequences (Boch 

et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2015). The efficiency of RVDs represents a 

significant improvement to the fundamental DNA-specificity code of TALEs. RVDs with high 

affinity (strong RVDs), such as NN or HD, form hydrogen bonds with DNA bases, while certain 

RVDs with lower affinity (weak RVDs), such as NI or NG, only make van der Waals contacts 

(Deng et al., 2012; Mak et al., 2012). To design efficient TALEs, certain guidelines are 

recommended: TALEs should contain three to four strong RVDs. Strong RVDs should be 

positioned to avoid stretched of weak RVDs, especially at the ends. For high guanine 
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specificity, it is suggested to use NH to enhance the activity of TALE or use NK if enough strong 

RVDs are present (Streubel et al., 2012; Becker and Boch, 2021). 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Activity windows of cytosine base editors and adenine base editors. (A) The TALE-DdCBEs’ activity 

windows are shown in blue rectangles over the 18-nt dsDNA spacer region. (B) The TABEs’ activity windows are 

shown in blue rectangles (TABE_v2) or yellow rectangles (TABE_v6) over the 12-nt dsDNA spacer region. (C) The 

SpCas9-CBEs’ activity windows are shown in a blue rectangle (APOBEC1) or a yellow rectangle (PmCDA) or a 

purple rectangle (APOBEC3A) over the 20-nt protospacer sequence. (D) The SpCas9-ABEs’ activity windows are 

shown in a blue rectangle (ABE7.10) or a yellow rectangle (ABE8e) over the 20-nt protospacer sequence. Numbers 

in the shaded rectangle represent the positions of individual nucleotides. PAM: protospacer adjacent motif. 
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In theory, base editors have the potential to avoid the unexpected side effects caused by Cas9, 

such as the activation of the p53-mediated DNA damage response and the induction of large 

genomic deletions. These effects are elicited by DSBs and may result in inhibition of cell growth 

(Haapaniemi et al., 2018; Kosicki et al., 2018). TALE-DdCBEs and TALE-ABEs have the ability 

to convert base pairs (C•G-to-T•A and A•T-to-G•C) by using double-stranded DNA as a 

substrate. However, these base editors are limited in their ability to induce transversion 

mutations. Researchers have initiated the process of overcoming this limitation by the 

manipulation of the DNA repair pathways in both cytosine base editing and adenine base 

editing. C•G-to-G•C base editors (CGBEs) have been developed by fusing the base excision 

repair enzyme uracil N-glycosylase (UNG) instead of UGI to the nSpCas9-CBE architecture 

(Zhao et al., 2021; Koblan et al., 2021). These CGBEs increase the frequency of C•G-to-G•C 

mutations by promoting the formation of abasic sites at the target cytidine which triggers a 

somewhat random repair process without template base (Kurt et al., 2021). 

Modified bases are generally detected, excised, and replaced by the base excision repair 

(BER) pathway (Beard et al., 2019). BER is initiated by DNA glycosylases, which facilitate the 

cleavage of the glycosidic bond between the nitrogenous base and the deoxyribose sugar of 

particular damaged nucleotides. This enzymatic activity results in the formation of an abasic 

site (also known as an apurinic/apyrimidinic site or AP site) (Krokan and Bjørås, 2013). DNA 

glycosylases, such as UNG, generate abasic sites, which are subsequently processed by AP 

site DNA lyases (AP lyases) such as APEX1 or APEX2. Other factors involved in BER, such 

as PARP1 (poly-ADP-ribose polymerase-1) and XRCC1 (X-ray repair cross-complementing 

protein 1), assist in this process. XRCC1 acts as a scaffold for BER factors and also regulates 

PARP1, thereby preventing mis-regulation of BER and maintaining genomic stability (Lindahl, 

2000; Demin et al., 2021). Upon the creation of an abasic site, XRCC1 recruits various BER 

factors to repair the abasic site, resulting in guanine as the major product (Gu et al., 2021). By 

fusing the XRCC1 protein with the nSpCas9-CBE architecture, researchers discovered an 

improvement in the editing efficiency of C•G-to-G•C in mammalian cells (Chen et al., 2021). A 

similar strategy has been implemented in nSpCas9-ABEs, an adenine transversion base 

editor, AYBE (A•T-to-T•A and A•T-to-C•G transversion editing in mammalian cells) was 
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developed by fusing hypoxanthine excision protein N-methylpurine DNA glycosylase (MPG) or 

mouse alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (mAAG) to the nSpCas9-ABE architecture (Chen et al., 

2013; Tong et al., 2023). These findings emphasize the significance of comprehending the 

DNA repair mechanisms that generate diverse outcomes in base editing. It is expected that 

the creation of further novel base editors will necessitate the utilization of novel nucleic acid 

modification chemical processes and/or DNA repair manipulation tactics. Henceforth, CBE, 

ABE, CGBE, and AYBE, led by nSpCas9 or TALE proteins, will enable all types of base 

conversions, including transitions and transversions (Figure 10). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Overview of base editors. Diagram illustrates the several types of possible point mutations that can 

be carried out using the base editors that are now available. ABE: A•T-to-G•C base editors; CBE: C•G-to-T•A base 

editors; CGBE: C•G-to-G•C base editors; AYBE: A•T-to-T•A or A•T-to-C•G base editors; CABE: C•G-to-A•T base 

editors. 

 

Base editing technologies hold great promise in diverse fields, such as gene therapy, plant 

breeding, and biofuel technology (Knott and Doudna, 2018). However, the issue of off-target 

mutations, which might lead to genetic instability and dysfunction, has been a major concern 

in the appliation of base editors (Jin et al., 2019; Zuo et al., 2019). In this thesis, off-target 

editing could be detected in both TALE-DdCBE and TALE-ABE. Furthermore, the low efficiency 

of regenerating plants edited by TALE-DdCBE or TALE-ABE could indicate that the off-target 

editing has a negative effect on viability of the edited cells.  

Several techniques have been developed for detecting off-target activity of genome-wide base 

editing. Digenome-seq (Digested-genome sequencing) is a method that involves treating 
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extracted genomic DNA with a cytosine base editor and a mixture of DNA-modifying enzymes 

in vitro to generate DSBs at uracil-containing sites, allowing for the assessment of the 

specificity of cytosine base editors (Kim et al., 2017). GOTI (Genome-wide Off-target analysis 

by Two-cell embryo Injection) is a method used to identify the genome-wide off-target effects 

in edited mouse embryos generated by either CRISPR–Cas9 or base editors (Zuo et al., 2020). 

Through high-throughput whole genome sequencing, GOTI can directly compare edited and 

non-edited cells without the interference of genetic background, enabling it to detect potential 

off-target variants with high sensitivity. In addition, since the edited and non-edited cells are 

derived from a single ancestor cell, GOTI can effectively reduce the likehood of confounding 

genetic background and somatic mutations (Zuo et al., 2020). Detect-seq (dU-detection 

enabled by C-to-T transition during sequencing) has been developed for the genome-wide 

identification of off-target sites induced by cytosine base editors in a cellular context (Lei et al., 

2021). Based on chemical labeling and enrichment of dU (deoxyuridine), a direct editing 

product of cytosine base editors, Detect-seq can trace the in vivo editing events in an unbiased 

manner. 

While using GOTI, researchers found that the TALE-DdCBEs caused thousands of off-target 

single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) enriched for C•G-to-T•A editing in the nuclear genome even 

although the TALE-DdCBEs were designed to localize to mitochondria guided by a 

mitochondrial targeting signal (MTS) (Wei et al., 2022). Wei et al. reported that the TALE-

DdCBEs induce a higher number of genome-wide SNVs in mouse embryos compared to 

SpCas9-APOBEC1 (also known as BE3). This effect is observed when TALE-DdCBEs are 

targeted towards mitochondrial DNA, whereas BE3 is targeted towards nuclear DNA. (Zuo et 

al., 2019; Wei et al., 2022). The researchers also hypothesized that these unexpected off-

target outcomes are likely due to the distinctive characteristics of the DddAtox cytosine 

deaminase employed in TALE-DdCBEs, because DddAtox exhibits a preference for dsDNA as 

its substrate (Mok et al., 2020), while the cytosine deaminase APOBEC1 in BE3 prefers ssDNA 

as its substate (Komor et al., 2016). Furthermore, the effectiveness of off-target editing using 

TALE-DdCBEs has been investigated by Detect-seq and targeted deep sequencing. These 
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studies have revealed two distinct types of off-targets editing exits: TALE-dependent off-targets 

and TALE-independent off-targets (Lei et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2022b). 

Based on the specificity studies of TALE-DdCBEs mentioned above, we have concluded that 

the unexpected off-target outcomes in this thesis may be attributed to two main factors: 

nonspecific interactions between TALE proteins and DNA (TALE-dependent off-targets), and 

the spontaneous assembly of split DddAtox halves independent of TALE–DNA interactions 

(TALE-independent off-targets). Lei et al. found a frequent G-to-A mismatches between the 

TALE-dependent off-target sites and on-target sites (Lei et al., 2022). This observation can be 

attributed to the binding affinity of the RVD NN for both A and G nucleotides (Boch et al., 2009; 

Yang et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2015). Studies have altered the target nucleotides within the 

TALE binding site to investigate the impact of the number of mismatches on TALE activity. 

Their results reveal that TALE proteins can tolerate mismatches and the TALE activity 

decreases as the number of mismatches increases (Zhang et al., 2011). These research 

studies could collectively explain the TALE-dependent off-target effects. To limit this TALE-

dependent off-target editing, it is important to select appropriate TALE pairs and choose 

specific RVDs for TALE-DdCBE. For TALE-independent off-target effects, Lee et al. discovered 

that these off-targets result from the spontaneous assembly of the split DddAtox cytosine 

deaminase enzyme (Lee et al., 2022b). Moreover, Lei et al. suggested that the presence of 

CTCF binding regions appears to be correlated with TALE-independent off-target sites (Lei et 

al., 2022). CTCF protein is a widely recognized factor that plays a crucial role in the 

organization of the three-dimensional genome architecture (Merkenschlager and Nora, 2016; 

Rowley and Corces, 2018).  

In this thesis, it was shown that TALE-DdCBEs, and to a lesser extent TALE-ABEs (TABEs), 

are capable of editing target sites that are bound by one TALE monomer, only. Thus, it is 

possible that the DddA-halves can dimerize independently of TALE-binding. To avoid the 

spontaneous reassembly of split DddAtox, a high-fidelity DdCBE was developed. This was 

achieved by mutating key residues at the split interface of DddAtox. As a result, there was a 

decrease of off-target editing without sacrificing the on-target activity while using the high-

fidelity DdCBEs (Lee et al., 2022b). Besides, nuclear off-target editing could also be 
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significantly decreased by incorporating nuclear export signals (NES) into the TALE-DdCBEs 

constructs, which hinder the localization of DdCBE into the nucleus (Lei et al., 2022; Lee et al., 

2022a). Alternatively, by co-transfecting the DddA inhibitor (DddIA) fused with two NLSs can 

block the activity of DddAtox present in the nuclei (Lei et al., 2022). Given that off-target effects 

are likely to be associated with the expression levels of the deaminase constructs, it is 

recommended to regulate the expression levels (Lei et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2022a; Silva-

Pinheiro et al., 2023). The optimization of expression levels of TALE-DdCBEs has been 

achieved by incorporating a hammerhead ribozyme in the 3′-UTR and/or connecting the TALE-

DdCBE monomers in tandem using a T2A element (Silva-Pinheiro et al., 2023). The 

incorporation of a hammerhead ribozyme in the 3′-UTR of TALE-DdCBE messenger RNA 

facilitates the processing of coding mRNA, resulting in a poly(A)-free 3′-end that is susceptible 

to degradation. This greatly reduces the expression of protein (Beilstein et al., 2015). 

Connecting the TALE-DdCBE monomers to the T2A element may lead to a decrease in the 

concentration of the downstream monomer (Liu et al., 2017). These improved architectures 

have significantly increased the precision of base editing of TALE-DdCBEs constructs by 

reducing off-target effects on mtDNA to background levels (Silva-Pinheiro et al., 2023). 

This thesis has found that the unspecific editing effects occurred in both TALE-DdCBE and 

TALE-ABE. These effects were likely caused by the spontaneous assembly of DddA halves in 

the absence of TALE-DNA interaction. It is worthwhile to attempt the methods mentioned above 

to improve the base editing specificity of TALE-DdCBE and TALE-ABE in plants. Additionally, 

it is important to evaluate their genome-wide level of SNVs using an appropriate sequencing 

technique. Therefore, conducting more comprehensive investigations into the off-target editing 

of TALE-DdCBE and TALE-ABE is essential for both clinical applications and crop 

improvement. 
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6 Conclusion and outlook 

Allergies to plant-based food products are a significant public health issue, and mustard is 

considered as one of the priority food allergens. This thesis aims to enhance the safety of food 

crops for human consumption by developing strategies to generate plant with low allergen 

content. This thesis presents the removal of the major allergen Bra J I, a seed storage protein, 

from brown mustard (Brassica juncea) using CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing technology. For 

this, a knock-out approach is needed to inactivate all four Bra J I alleles in the allotetraploid 

mustard genome. The seed production was generally decreased, however, there was 

variability observed among the T0 and T1 genome-edited plants. A specific antibody directed 

against an epitope of Bra J I was generated. Using this antibody, it was demonstrated that the 

Bra J I protein is reduced or completely absent in several of the genetically modified mustard 

lines. This research represents an initial step towards the development of a commercially 

viable, allergen-free mustard. This is one of the earliest examples of allergen reduction in plant 

species, and it represents a significant breakthrough in the field of genome editing in brown 

mustard. In addition to the elimination of allergens in mustard, the application of genome 

editing techniques to modify allergenic proteins (such as Ara h1, Ara h2, Ara h3, and others) in 

peanut has the potential to produce a hypoallergenic peanut. This high-lights the significant 

potential of these technologies in improving our understanding of allergenic proteins, and 

providing superior and alternative treatment options for allergic diseases. 

Furthermore, this thesis successfully applied the protein-only base editors TALE-DdCBE and 

TALE-ABE in plants. TALE-DdCBEs exhibited a high efficiency of C•G-to-T•A editing in rice 

and tobacco protoplasts. Moreover, TALE-DdCBE that incorporate DddA11 exhibit a wider 

range of sequence compatibility for the purpose of editing non-TC targets. For TALE-ABE, the 

optimal architecture of TALE-ABE system has been refined in plant cells. Additional research 

is required in the future to explore the use of TALE-DdCBEs and TALE-ABEs for producing 

genetically modified plants and examining their specificity in vivo. The protein-only base editing 

tools TALE-DdCBEs and TALE-ABEs broaden the plant genome editing toolbox and provide a 

valuable resource for editing organelle or nucleus DNA. 
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ABEs Adenine base editors 
AID Activation-induced cytidine deaminase 
APOBEC Apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide 
BER Base excision repair 
Cas CRISPR-associated 
CBEs Cytosine base editors 
CRISPR   Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats 
crRNA CRISPR RNA 
DddA Double-strand DNA cytidine deaminase 
DSBs Double strand breaks  
dCas9 Deactivated Cas9 
GUS β-glucuronidase 
HDR Homology-directed repair 
IgE Immune-globulin E 
MoClo Modular Cloning 
MCS Multiple cloning sites 
NHEJ Nonhomologous end-joining 
PR Pathogenesis-related 
PACE Phage-assisted continuous evolution 
RAD51 Radiation Sensitive 51 
PANCE Phage-assisted non-continuous evolution 
PAMs Protospacer-adjacent motifs 
QTLs Quantitative trait loci 
RVDs Repeat variable di-residue 
sgRNA Single guide RNA 
SNVs Single nucleotide variants 
ssDNA Single-stranded DNA 
SSNs Sequence-specific nucleases 
TadA Transfer RNA adenosine deaminase 
TALE Transcription activator-like effector 
TALENs Transcription activator-like effector nucleases 
TALEDs TALE-based ABEs 
TALE-DdCBEs TALE-derived Ddda-based cytosine base editors 
UGI Uracil glycosylase inhibitor 
UNG Uracil N-glycosylase 
WGS Whole-genome sequencing 
WT Wild-type 
ZFN Zinc finger nuclease 
ZFs Zinc fingers 
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